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A b s t r a c t 
Keywords: 

A r c h i t e c t u r e 
Dance Traces Reconfigurée! explores the thèmes of lightness, weight, and 

D a n c e 
transition. Extracts from dance become transposed and investigated within the 

L i g h t n e s s 
context of architecture. Through viewing ideas and movements as trajectories 
capable of forming tentative bridges, crossover between disciplines is made Fa l l i n g 

possible. While the dancing body and the architectural body are both capable of T r a n s i t i o n 

dynamic configurations, contemporary architecture has not challenged the way T r a n s l u c e n c y 

it makes itself to the same dramatic level that dance has. In fact, dance issues T r a c e 

a challenging demand to architecture, for it has traveled far from its own c o u n t e r p a r t s 

conventional définitions, displacing and pushing its limits and edges. Between c h o r e o g r a p h y 

counterparts such as verticality and horizontality, figure and ground, lightness 

and weight, there is an arc of créative opportunity - a middleground of 

expérimentation - where, like Nietzsche, the dancer and the architect may 

embrace many pathways at once. While contemporary dance has redefined 

lightness and moved it away from the constraints of ballet, in architecture 

lightness remains tied to immateriality and hence, modernism. Yet lightness 

has other implications beyond the dissolving of opacity and the raising of the 

glass box above ail context. Today lightness has to do with transition, 

translucency and obscuration - issues which speak more about the current 

cultural context in which we dwell. 

This process oriented thesis utilizes traces from dance to provoke thought and 

initiate the design of a séries of dance spaces which ultimately merge a nightclub 

and a dance facility into one architecture. Linked by a transitional zone, the 

building, a hybrid, represents the conjoining of ideas and programmes. Through a 

séries of movements and transformational acts - alternating between photography, 

drawings and constructed models - an architectural assemblage émerges. Yet the 

project does not compel a direct that means that translation of theoretical ideas 

into précise architectural éléments. While ideas may be likened poetically and 

metaphorically to the emerging architectural body, the body-of-text remains for 

the most part separate. This architectural investigation does not aim to uncover 

équations, unearth answers or draw définitive conclusions - an approach which 

tends to oversimplify a complex and multi-layered discipline. Rather, it asks 

questions - often rhetorical. It is not about choosing lightness over weight, but 

about embracing a stance which remains open to change and exploration. And it is 

in the fluid architectural space of transition where movement can be implied, 

density altered, and negotiation becomes possible. 
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Warming Up 



Warming Up 

hat can be found in dance movement that might provide new tnsight and 

meaning into the configuring of architectural space? How can the 

dancing body provide the poetics upon which to build - establish? 

M o v i n g P o e t i c s 

Movement is elemental: being-in the world is a movement, a stirring, a 

becoming. Ail bodies are engaged in processes of intégration and embodiment 

from their beginning. We construct space because of human movement and yet 

as architects we seldom study dance, that is, purposeful human expression. 

Even though the processes of architecture are movement based, the product 

often appears divorced from the activities which bring it into being. 

Architecture must become more than the mediator between body and landscape. 

It must look doser at how it positions itself in the landscape. Perhaps with a 

new attitude to grounding, architecture can become more fluid and dynamic? 

Lightness, weight, density, and transition, are not only important 

considérations in dance, but hâve rich implications architecturally. Like dance, 

architecture is a way of breaking into the world and discovering the rush of 

life, our human essence, our limits and potentials. 

Even the search for poetics in architecture and dwelling can be understood as a 

sort of dance. If poetics réside in the capacity to lurn the everyday and 

routine into something amazing, [to] touch the beyond...[to] find the path... get 

to the origin of things, run a clear and lucid risk, arrive at the limit... starting 

from the obvious," (Cotelo, 102) then indeed poetics can be deemed a movement, 

a growth, a becoming. For movement facilitâtes making, understanding; it 

takes us outside, into the middie where we take chances and fall into awareness 

and discovery. Architecture is created by intuitive and intellectual movement 

in order to function as a structure for physical movement: the two are 

irrevocably intertwined. Yet how can a building reveal or expose traces of the 

movements - intentional and accidentai - that hâve had a hand in its making? 

w 



W o r d s U n f o l d i n g 

Warming up I begin in the smallest position. Then I move out, entering 

my body until it is ready to begin new work. 

Tharpe, Push Cornes to Shove. 

This body of text serves as an initial concept sketch - a point of departure. It 

is Tharp's "smallest position" from where an effort is made to find an 

architecture of transition and lightness. Dance principles and ideas are 

investigated insofar as they provide engaging pathways of connection to 

architecture. But this collection of writings marks only a beginning - a struggle 

to find a clearing, a point of insertion, a place for commencement: within a vast 

range of potential associations between dance and architecture, the document 

émerges as a gesture, a trace, an extract. Through the process of making, new 

associations and connections are in tum spawned which also merit exploration 

and thought; yet thèse ideas go beyond the scope of this project and 

consequently must be reserved until another context enables their unfolding. 

For architecture like the dancing body must know when to assert itself and 

when to recède - when the addition of one more élément ultimately subtracts 

from the clarity of the expression, diminishing the inhérent hierarchy - the 

whole. This exploration of dance and architecture is a work in progress rather 

than a définitive or exhaustive study; it serves to stimulate discussion - to 

break down the barrière which tend to separate the two disciplines. 

This document attempts to provide a map, revealing the connectedness between 

concepts and bodies which might otherwise be construed as opposites. It speaks 

more about bridging and pairing than polarizing and splitting apart; it explores 

the potential for counterpart bodies to shift and renegotiate their position vis-

à-vis one another and consequently bring about tenuous and unexpected 

movements and events. In situating lightness and weight on a continuum, 

distinctions become blurred, and mutation and cross-fertilization can occur. 

Thus lightness and weight merely become différent ways of looking at the 

world: the earth does not change - only the position and relationship of the 

human body to it. 

There exists many levels upon which dance and architecture can interact, and, 

as art forms, both are constructed out of the physical materials of bodies, 

space and gravity. Martha Graham called dance and architecture the two 

primary arts: 'There is always that tree, that créative force and there is 

always a house, a théâtre." (Graham, 7) While architecture embodies movement 

in its process of making and concept of poetics, it must look doser at its spaces 



of transition - where it can imply movement in the built form; through overlap 

and inversion boundaries can be pushed through and crossed over. While dance 

and architecture are dépendent on the weighty body, dance has challenged 

weight - and its social implications - showing the intimate relationship and 

interdependency of weight and lightness. Dance has also challenged the rule of 

verticality and found ways of transmitting its énergies through and below the 

boundary of ground upon which much of its work is figured. Perhaps it is time 

for architecture to question its prédilection toward verticality and "préférence 

for the horizontal datum of the earth as absolute ground." (Lynn, 20) 

Architecture must look to the middle, for the earth has depth and density 

beyond the plane of its surface. With dance and architecture sharing a sensé of 

changing spatial configurations, perhaps it is within this capacity to transform 

space, to obscure figure and ground, where counterparts such as lightness and 

weight can be refigured? 



2 Moving Bodies: 
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Moving Bodies: 
falling bodies 

Movement is the art of becoming. But the process of becoming is a 

constantly shifting...expérience. The...notion of movement, of dance 

is that there is a moving toward something, a something that is fixed. 

And yet..this movement this System of gestures, this dance keeps 

discovering that there is no something, that the something is not 

fixed, but keeps changing. 

- Gilpln, Aberrations ofGravity. 

hen a dancer moves, the body becomes simultaneously involved in the 

transference of weight and the création of gesture. Due to the 

prédominant verticality of the body, "the legs are the...usual bearers of weight 

and the arms the natural limbs of gesture." (Preston, 7) But contemporary 

dance is also concerned with breaking ground and redefining the boundaries 

within which it works. Thus, as the rule of verticality becomes challenged, 

rôles are often reversed, overlapped and obscured. 

Movement is the changing of position, place, framework - the displacement of 

weight; movement takes time and space and is a visible aspect of both. 

Movement is the act of falling into the unknown, and it is the fate of ail things 

carnate to move, to explore, to dance: 

What makes up the transaction of dance movement is the exchange 

between die supporting leg and the free leg, the way in which the 

supporting leg loses its balance...the quality of this loss of support is 

...what founds dance. 

- Louppe, Gravltattonal Space. 

From an architectural standpoint, what is interesting about modem dance 

movement is its focus on gravity and ordinary pedestrian movement such as 

walking and running - movements which take us through the expérience of 

building. Walking, traditionally understood as a traversing or traveling action, 

becomes transposed and repositioned in modem dance: explored as a falling 

movement - a loss of balance. 

w 



You're walking...and you don't always realize it but you're always 

falling. With each step...you fall. You fall forward a short way and 

then catch yourself. Over and over.... You keep falling and catching 

yourself falling. And this is how you are walking and falling at the 

same time. 

Anderson, Words in Reverse. 

And can we call this refiguring of walking a distortion, or enstellung, not 

insofar as distortion means changing the appearance of something but in the 

other capacity of the word; that is, to put something in another place? Walking 

thus posed from another vantage: displaced as a spatial displacement • no 

longer seen as a vertiginous act of stability? At the core of every step. there 

is a confrontation with falling, with disorientation. Falling is inévitable where 

there are bodies, gravity and space. In fact, "the body's natural instantaneous 

movement - its very first movement, is a falling movement." (Stodelle, 17) But 

why is instability considered négative? What makes "what falls a lesser 

good...the accident or attribute less than the substance?" (Virilio, 39) The fall 

into the body, into matter, into the world is concrète - we manipulate 

ourselves and try to reestablish a footing through walking. This is our 

response to gravity: 

[W]e can t see the world any other way than a fall into the world. This 

is not a metaphor. Our human vision dépends on gravity, that is, on 

the fact that one does or does not fall.... [T]he perspectival vision that 

we hâve of the horizon is linked to the fact that we fall into the 

horizon.... The notion of high and low does not exist independently of 

the feeling of heaviness; therefore there is a fall at the origin of 

perception of the world. which goes back to Genesis. When Adam and 

Eve open their eyes, when they discover themselves naked, they fall 

into reality. But...this symbolic vision is [also] a practical vision. Every 

rapport with reality is a rapport of falling and thus of weight. 

- Virilio. Gravitattonal Space. 

Falling, chance, accident and failure, as enabling forces, open up a myriad of 

unanticipated potentials. For example, in contemporary choreography, failure 

to maintain the balletic vertical functions to produce new movement, new 

spatial compositions. 

[The fall] is at the root of humanness. I am because I am accidentai: I 

am a man in the midst of falling, a fallible man, that is my grandeur.... 



[I]n a certain way the terms of chaos, instability, accident, etc. are terms 

that are constantly négative even while they constitute us as humans. 

In reality...we only corne to be through our falls, we are only through 

the accident that is life itself. And what is interesting in the idea of 

dance as a fall is that it reintroduces, in a certain way, humanness as 

an accident and not a glorious substance. 

- Vlrllio, GravUattonal Space. 

Falling characterizes the nature of our existence in the world. In dance we see 

the gathering in ail things - the rising and falling, the throwing and catching -

the risk in extending our reach and moving to meet life's challenges. The 

"dancer dances being," and in the process shows us that our existence is not 

"seized above or beyond falling but within it." (Fraleigh, 165) 

F a l l a n d R e c o v e r y : T h e A r c B e t w e e n 
T w o D e a t h s 

'The fall cornes as a resuit of losing balance and aiso of expelling 

breath." 

- Stodelle, The Dance Technique ofDoris Humphrey. 

Perhaps it is not merely the concept of falling, but rather the transition 

between giving way and resisting gravity that holds spécifie connections to the 

development of an architectural expression? 

According to Doris Humphrey, movement is derived from the falling and 

rebounding capacities of the body. Her concept of fall and recovery positions 

movement in an arc between two deaths : "At either end of a movement there 

is death - the static death of constant equilibrium and the dynamic death in too 

extrême movement. " (Stodelle, 14) Between thèse two extrêmes - in 

transition - is the struggie of life, of articulation. Static death suggests a will 

to balance and stability; it implies perfection, measured limitation, rational 

judgment, the security of symmetry; but the danger of such a position is 

stultification. Dynamic death, conversely cornes about through instability, the 

eestasy of abandon; it speaks of man's tendency for adventure and the 

precarious state of off-balance motion which is as much part of elemental 

movement as serene relief. Dynamic movement suggests a wiil to grow to 

reach outward, take chances and explore. While such explorations can lead to 

self -knowledge, they can aiso lead to failure, falling. Yet "what greater drama 

could there be then of falling? Falling from the security of perfect balance?" 

(Stodelle, 19) We are irresistibly lured toward falling, and dynamic motion 



results from the body's constantly changing reaction to gravitational pull. The 

body is in constant flux, vacillating between excitement, speed and stability, 

repose: 

Within the ninety-degree arc between the body upright in fixed 

equilibrium and the body lifelessly prone lies an infinity of action, 

emotional as well as physical.... To fail is to yield; to recover is to 

reaffirm one's power over gravity and oneself. 

- Stodelle, The Dance Technique ofDorts Humphrey. 

Humphrey accepts the dramatic reality of human coexistence with gravity and 

builds her entire philosophy of movement on this connection. Bound into the 

body's relationship with the universel laws of physics - where action is 

followed by reaction, force is counteracted by force - fall and recovery 

permeate every movement. The following outlines Humphrey's ecstatic 

transition of movement. 

F a l l - R e b o u n d - S u s p e n s i o n 

Fall: From the static point of poised equilibrium. the body begins to 

fall, slowly at first, and then with accelerated speed as it succumbs to 

gravitational pull - falling forward, backward, spiral or sideways. 

Rebound: When collapse is imminent, a self-protective 

mechanism goes into action (provided the fall is not intended to be 

completed), and a counter movement takes place in which the body 

springs back as if with renewed life. This rebound, is rapid at first 

and then décélérâtes as the body rises. At the moment of rebound, the 

body begins to recover. 

Suspension: The rebound transforms into momentary suspension 

and is able to support itself in a state of transition. The body hère is 

able to very briefly support itself off-balance before returning to 

equilibrium. In terms of physics, energy has reached the point of zéro 

(because there is no oscillation); in terms of dance expérience, the body 

is poised triumphantly raidair having successfully recovered from the 

périls of falling. 

(Stodelle, 20) 



C o n t r a c t i o n a n d R e l e a s e : D i s p l a c i n g 
S p a c e 

How many régions in space hâve been inside me already? 

- Rilke, quoted In Dance and the Ltved Body. 

In the arc of dance movement, gestures range from grand, sweeping to minute, 

barely conceivable stirrings such as breathing. Like fall and recovery, the 

transition between the act of breathing in and expelling breath is the middle 

ground between dancer as expanding body and light, and dancer as contracting 

body and dense - between looking inward and focusing outward. Breathing is an 

act of spatial displacement. Martha Graham's "contraction and release" based 

upon exaggerated breathing, revealed the effort and interaction of movement 

with and through space. Graham developed larger-scaled movement cycles of 

attraction and withdrawal from her breathing exercises where dancers would 

"introspectively delve into the interior of the body as they contract relating 

internai to external space through various pathways of release." (Foster, 490) 

a l t e r i n g d e n s i t y 

T o b e a body, is to be tied to a certain world, our body is not primarily 

in space but of it. 

- Merleau-Ponty, quoted In Dance and the Ltved Body. 

[S]pace constitutes an intégral part of the construction of bodies. 

- Thom, Life Scores. 

The body, by taking in air, expands, becoming more spatial; it fills and créâtes 

a pocket, a void not unlike the space outside the body. With the act of exhaling 

the torso, releasing its énergies, sinks downward and inward, shrinking and 

diminishing the space within. The dancing, breathing body can be said to shift in 

density - altering its mass as it moves through space. The body can become 

conceptually light - open, ethereal and interactive. It can rise and grow, reach, 

stretch, scatter, float and spread like a canopy - sweiling expansively. Yet 

from a postition of stretching outward and beyond, it can quickly convert, 

becoming heavy, withdrawn and singular. The ephemeral body can reveal its 

other tendency: to become contracted, compact, gathered, firm, material, 

compressed, submersed and absorbed. The shifting density that characterizes 

a breathing body, has vast implications architecturally, not only in terms of 

materials which vary in opacity and their ability to absorb or reflect light, but 



also in terms of structure which can be revealed or concealed, monolithic or 

slight and répétitive, and in terms of scale of space which may limit or liberate 

movement. 

While the body has real physical density which changes as it moves and 

reorients itself, space has a conceptual, poetic and haptic density to a dancer. 

A dancer expériences space not necessarily as void - the absence of solid - as 

"a hidden feature of movement." (Laban, 4) Rather, the ether which we look 

through becomes a pliable médium that the dancer works with. A dancer may 

perceive of space and air as having a discernible texture such as that of water, 

molasses, sand or sponge which in tum affects movement qualifies through it. 

Haptically experienced, the dancer often holds, pushes, pulls and touches pièces 

or places in space. Body action is thus not a vague indescribable set of réflexes 

but an articulated felt interaction with the relative density of space. The 

dancer and the space animate each other: a dancing body transmitted through 

space ultimately transmutes space. Space is given form by dance. 

Dance does not simply inhabit space, but carves and molds it - creating 

and erasing bridges, islands, and continents. 

- Jowltt, quoted in Dance and the Lived Body. 

E x p l o d i n g t h e K i n e s p h e r e 

The kinesphere is the space around the body delineated by easily extended 

limbs; its periphery can be reached by simple movements "without stepping 

away from...the point of support when standing on one foot.... When we move, 

we transport the kinesphere to a new place." We carry our movement sphère 

with us, "like an aura," with our stance "always beneath the point of 

equilibrium of the body." The spheric form of the kinesphere is "...simplified 

by our cubic conception of space." (Laban, 10) The cube represents the most 

important space directions: up and down (height), right and left (breadth). 

forward and backward (depth). "The center of gravity of the upright body is 

approximately the dividing point between the two directions of each dimension. 

Thus, this point becomes as well the center of our kinesphere." (Laban, 10) 

In a fixed relationship to the body, the kinesphere is a non-vertiginous entity 

that assumes the stability of a single central point in the body from which 

movement émanâtes and through which ail axes pass. This model is appropriate 

for ballet where one central point in the body structures it. But what if the 

body is no longer vertical? What if there are multiple centers of gravity? 



What if the source of movement were an entire plane instead of a single point? 

One would then hâve to assume, "a whole array of collapsible and expandable 

kinespheres and reassign their centers infinitely throughout the body." (Gilpin, 

52) 

The shortcoming of Laban's model is that "it is generated by a profound, 

unalterable sensé of balance" where movement is contained by boundaries of 

equilibrium. (Gilpin, 52) Laban's model corresponds to the upright standing body 

where the cube rests on its bottom plane; it does not facilitate other relations 

to the ground - relations which contemporary dance searches out. Modem 

dance seems to emphasize asymmetry, off-balance and falling rather than 

stability. "The off-centered vulnérable posture [represents] an effort to see 

life in dynamic transition rather than balanced stasis...to act in spite of not 

knowing." (Fraleigh, xxxviii) 

William Forsythe, choreographer with the Frankfurt Ballet dismantles Laban's 

model: "Gravity responds to the vertical and central point of Laban's model, 

while in Forsythe's movement research process, one could imagine a number of 

différent relations with gravity primarily because verticality as a rule has 

disappeared. The loss of verticality has dynamic effects." Forsythe élevâtes 

failure to maintain balance through exploring "the extrakinespheric moments 

when the boundaries of equilibrium are transgressed, when falling is immanent 

because something has failed and that something is balance." (Gilpin, 52) 

Forsythe frequently places the dancer in positions or moments of vertigo and 

failure: "linearity, and verticality in particular is lost when Laban's 

kinespheric model is exploded, when the symmetry of the grid is actually found 

to be constructed of decentered and multiplicitous spaces." (Gilpin, 52) Forsythe 

also positions the dancer in environments of shadow and darkness, forcing the 

audience to strain in an effort to see or imagine the body that is producing the 

movement whose traces are ail that can be discerned. Movement itself does 

not disappear, but the body that performs it does: only shadows ground the 

body and the dance. Forsythe encourages the audience to confront assumptions 

about linearity (the linearity of history), space, and what we expect from 

dance performance. Through stratégies stemming from falling and 

disequilibrium - moments which might otherwise be overlooked, Forsythe 

offers "refracted, incomplète motions" as sources for new dimensions of 

movement. (Gilpin, 52) It is almost as if only through falling, through 

displacement and departure from verticality, can the dancing body become 

light. 



Moving the body beyond the kinesphere in dance suggests the potential for 

parallel investigations in architecture, where the boundaries of building can 

also be permeated, displaced. Perhaps the ordering effects of the grid, the 

tendency to separate wall from floor plate and figure from ground can be 

eclipsed by other principles which portray the dynamic nature of space. Since 

"space is movement...the quality of a volume," falling, chance, disequillibrium 

and transition become appropriate issues for architecture. (Virilio, 38) 

Architecturally, falling is not only understood as a physical act, imbedded in 

the processes of making (as risk and expérimentation), it is aiso tied 

experientially to light, to casting, to shadow lines. While architecture 

endeavors to resist falling and the downward pull of gravity by structuring 

matter to stand up, at the same time, through light, falling is always 

acknowledged. Interacting with a wall or roof plane, cast light extends beyond 

like a trajectory, temporarily eradicating lines of enclosure with dramatic yet 

insubstantial weight. The fall of light out-of-the-grid, out-of-alignment, and 

the touching of sprawling canopies of shadow upon the ground, inevitably 

anchors and connects even the most ephemeral space to the earth, and implies 

conceptually that architecture, like dance, can also challenge the parameters of 

its own containment. 



Weight ! Weightlessness 



Weight Weightlessness 

Ail that is heavy...become light, ail that is body a dancer, ail that is 

spirit a bird. 

- Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra. 

12 

T he spirit of gravity governs our movements and ties us to the earth. In 

dance, the body may rise and leap through the air, almost as if it has 

escaped the pull of gravitational force; it becomes light and unburdened as it 

propels itself through the air. Yet the body cannot maintain a position of 

lévitation. It always falls, the momentum fades and the ground must once again 

be embraced. Our corporeal fabric always returns to terra firma, and although 

we may temporarily belie it, we carry the earthground with us. 

And is this earth to which we are extricably tied heavy or is it light? Can we 

learn to see the earth through Zarathustra's eyes - hereafter renamed the light 

one? 

Behold, there is no above. no belowl Throw yourself around, out, back, 

you who are light! Sing! Speak no more! Are not ail words...heavy? 

Are not ail words lies to those who are light? 

- Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra. 

Can we call the earth light only when it is no longer perceived as ground... 

when it no longer centers us, divides foreground from background, orients our 

perspectival view of distance, or permits us to place things in a coordinate 

space? If thèse are the parameters then indeed the possibility seems remote. 

For the spirit of gravity - a force to which we will always be bound -

détermines what we think of as over and under, and so how we seek élévation. 

Yet perhaps we can reconsider our attitude to landscape - how we touch, dwell 

and travel through it. Maybe a sensé of lightness will also corne with the 

making of spaces which are more open and accessible - with walls becoming 

more fluid, perméable and translucent. 



S u b t r a c t i n g W e i g h t 

Whenever humanity seems condemned to heaviness, I think that I 

should fly...into a différent space...change my approach, look at the 

world from a différent perspective, with a différent logic and fresh 

methods of cognition and vérification. 

- CaMno, Six Mémos For The Next Millennium. 

13 

It appears that lightness is a way of iooking at the world - at handling life, and 

that it can be gauged in relationship to its counterpart - weight. Lightness is 

the act of disrobing, of subtraction and removal - and it émerges in spite of 

gravity, and beyond its connection to this universal force. Lightness manifests 

itseif in veils and films, as "motes of dust swirling in a shaft of sunlight." 

(Calvino, 9) It is the subtle, translucent layers within cities, humanity and 

Ianguage itseif which are often overshadowed by our knowledge of the matenal 

weight of things. And yet with knowledge of weight cornes knowledge capable 

of dissolving solidity, leading to a perception of the world as light and mobile -

supported by the minute infrastructure of particles and tiny threads - from 

DNA to "a fine dust of atoms." (Calvino, 20) Yet, when taken together, thèse 

numerous fine-grained and often invisible entities create weight, and we 

respond to the weight of matter by searching for opportunities of lightness. 

For in a world structured by gravity, where there is a conditioning of 

everything and everyone by the inevitability of its own weight, lightness 

becomes perhaps the most elemental reaction. 

The consistency of lightness is difficult to discern, its poetic qualifies hard to 

speak of 's lightness "the sudden agile leap of a [man] who raises himself 

above the weight of the world," freeing himself in the act of vaulting over an 

obstacle? (Calvino, 13) Or, is it "...more akin to leavening, to the yeast that 

raises the bread dough by creating tiny air bubbles which become pockets of 

space in the baked loaf"? (Rajchman, 6) Lightness may be described as a 

movement...a displacement...a sort of dance. 

c o u n t e r p a r t s 
Weight and lightness exist not merely as the antithesis of each other, but as 

concepts on a continuum so that one necessarily helps to create, define and 

provide structure for the other. Weight and the lack of weight are not absolute 

states, for there are infinité degrees of each, thus giving rise to an ability to 

speak of matenal lightness or atmospheric weight. In Kundera's novel, The 



Unbearable Lightness of Being the two concepts are shown to be ironically 

conjoined; hère "everything chose[n] and value[d] in life for its lightness soon 

reveals its true unbearable weight." (Calvino, 7) 

D a n c e : E m b o d i e d L i g h t n e s s 

Dance offers lightness as an antidote to melancholy immobility. 

- Rajchman, Dancing and Building. 

How gravity and lightness figure in dance dépends upon the technique used to 

instruct, transform and create the body. Each technique asks the body to 

maintain certain lines, hiérarchies and spatial organizations. 

I know the body only through its response to the methods and 

techniques used to cultivate it . 

- Foster, Dancing Bodies. 

w e i g h t d e n i e d 
In classical ballet, strict formai géométrie movements are performed without 

revealing effort or weight. Striving for lightness, the ballet dancer "...sought 

to conquer and annihilate gravitation...[banning] the dark, the heavy, the 

earthbound...because it conflicted with [the] idéal of supple, airy, graceful 

technique." (Rajchman, 37) Classes in ballet, typically position the dancer -

standing - at the barre or in the center of the studio where the body is prepared 

in a "carefully regimented, graded fashion." (Kerner, 72) Ballet emphasizes up 

with en pointe being the penultimate in attempts to get off and away from the 

ground. The air is considered the most viable space for dancing - with various 

combinations of vertical positions being presented on the stage. 

Yet does a résistance to weight necessarily imply its absence and hence a 

condition of lightness? Is classical ballet an expression of lightness by virtue 

of its ability to portray the body as bottom-light, to exaggerate the length of a 

dancer's legs through the prosthetic pointe shoes, which make bodily contact 

with the ground most tenuous? Or. is it the subject matter of traditional ballet 

that deems it light with its focused on "beauty, fairy taies and supernatural 

spirits...premised on the more positive, pure, or perfect aspects of life?" 

(Kemer, 73) Yet this is not lightness as I propose the term. In fact, there is 

arguably a perverse weight associated with ballet: with the rigidness of the 

tradition, the unnatural turnout of the limbs, and the stiff upright torso. There 



appears to be an insurmountabie burden on the shoulders of the ballet dancer 

who strives for an illusion of unattainable perfection. 

w e i g h t r e c o n s i d é r é e ! 

It is through dance which portrays the everyday - dance work which accepts 

the framework of gravity, the fall and the unexpected occurrences that 

characterize life and movement - wherein the dancer can expérience and 

embody a new form of lightness. It is not a forced physical lightness like that 

of the ballerina which émerges out of a résistance to gravity, but a conceptual 

lightness made possible through the acknowledgment of weight and the 

precarious nature of movement. 

With modem dance, the floor is discovered, and choreographically considered a 

viable aspect of space; with a dramatic focus on down, positions of reclining 

and kneeling, running, walking become incorporated into the movement range of 

dance - natural, freer, everyday pedestrian movement replace the en pointe, 

rotated out " codified steps and traditional positions of ballet." (Kerner, 49) A 

new attitude unfolds - one which works with gravity instead of against it: 

Martha Graham opened the horizontal toward the earth beneath; bodies 

could barely get up from the floor, from where the most dynamic 

movements would arise, as though only when the body were no longer 

upright could it discover the earthly énergies of contract-release. 

- Rajchman, Dancing and Building. 

For Graham, the dancer demonstrates simultaneously agile responsiveness and 

the effort, the ordeal behind bodily expression; aware of its own context of 

heaviness and the difficult struggle of self-articulation, the body is gaivanized 

into action - drawing strength and expressive power from contact with the 

solid ground, from failing and yielding to the earth. 

But the floor is not the only thing discovered, a new concept of the body 

émerges. The body is lightened in that it is released from the ruthless physical 

constraints of ballet. The constricting tutu is replaced with flowing robes. 

Barefoot, with feet parallei instead of turned out, the body, unencumbered, 

assumes a greater sensé of proximity to the earth. Dance begins to experiment 

with a fluid loose torso instead of the erect posture required for ballet, and the 

flexed foot is developed as an alternative to ballet's pointed toe which makes a 

perfect line through space. The stage space itself is redefined and instead of an 

emphasis on hierarchy and central focus as in ballet, a multiplicity of centers 



of movement are offered. This is most apparent in Merce Cunningham's work, 

where several séquences of movement are performed simultaneously and thus 

the burden of choosing what to watch is left up to each member of the audience; 

without a line of corps de ballet in the back and soloists in the front, each area 

of the stage, no matter how it is carved up, remains equal. Cunningham's 

approach to the stage obscures the reading of foreground and background as 

separate spaces. He abstracts the straight line of ballet by offering 

unpredictable déviations and multiple displacements which create a much more 

dynamic, mobile space - light if only because it implies overlap, and the 

dissolving of boundaries. 

Balletic lightness is often equated with verticality: relating to "the height of 

the placement of the center of gravity in the body." But lightness can occur 

without reaching upward, without stressing verticality as the "line of 

exultation." (Cohen, 121) Indeed "the history of human culture and the graduai 

conquest of heaven and earth..." may very well begin with the vertical; but 

history continues on and modem dance learns to create horizontal relationships 

with the earth, acknowledging weight in the lower body and exploring bending 

and contracting movements as viable counterparts to stretching, jumping and 

other means of bodily extension. (Cohen, 121) Yet lightness cannot be 

considered a condition spawned by horizontality either. Rather, it exists as an 

interval - a diagonal - between the horizontal and the vertical, where the 

dancer's weighted body in transition becomes unquestionably light. Perhaps it 

is the image of the body spiraling into the earth - its curving, falling form 

admitting its own weight - which then releases in the body new opportunities, 

new configurations of lightness? Thus a sort of weightlessness derived from 

weight. For "the grâce of modem dance is born of the senuous life-renewing 

serpent spiral," and even when modem dance "...explores air, mist, water, 

fire...and light," the spiral always provides a measure of connection to the 

earth. (Fraleigh, 148) 

Merce Cunningham is perhaps one of the first modem dancers whose work 

shows lightness emerging from weight. In response to his training with 

Graham, whose work tends to be monolithic and heavy, he develops a style of 

"bounce and lightness and astonishing speed." Cunningham's "prédilection for 

high extended développes often cantilevered, [présent] the torso tilting away 

from the legs." (Kerner, 164) This cantilevered lightness is by no means 

analogous to balletic lightness. Instead of "aerial movement," Cunningham 

"substitutes rapid shifts of weight and direction, and packed staccato changes 

of pace on the ground." He also establishes a still, vertical center, only to 

"quickly move off it into perilous off-balance positions [and] asymmetrical 



configurations." (Cohen, 132) One finds récurrent in choreographic concept new 

ways of thinking of the relation of gravity to the body, to the wall and to the 

floor. Today, Rajchman argues, Mark Morris offers another sensé of lightness; 

he "plays with tradition rather than bearing it as a load, unconcerned with the 

problem [the weight] of the end of the dance.... He invents a choreography of 

disparity and connection." (Rajchman, 37) 

L i g h t n e s s : A C o n c e p t f o r A r c h i t e c t u r e ? 

The earth cannot become light without artifice. 

- Cache, The Eagle & the Serpent 

Could architecture médiate then between the landscape and the body, 

transmitting lightness through the very fact of connection? 

A fundamental function of architecture has always been to fulfill a rôle as go-

between - to médiate between the landscape and the body by providing shelter, 

warmth, light, and protection - conditions essential to human dwelling and 

being. Yet in delivering thèse services, architecture can go beyond; it can 

explore and critique contemporary issues and generate new views and 

responses. Architecture must not only provide spaces but meaningful, poetic 

spaces: it must act not only as mediator but as message - as idea. 

I am interested in architecture...as grounds for the présent and poetic 

processes for the making of the future.... I am not interested in the 

stable core of the known, but in the turbulent edge of the barely 

conceivable. 

- Novak, Breaktng the Cage. 

Perhaps it is the dancing body - its ability to lift, fall and recover itself • to 

which architecture must look in an effort to reposition itself lightly within the 

landscape. The rich potential for architecture lies in its capacity to pose other 

readings and relationships to the earth even while obeying "the spirit of 

gravity whose imprint it frames on the territory." (Cache, 11) In searching for 

altemate codes of assemblage, the architect must attempt many pathways at 

once. For, the middle is everywhere, and "the way - does not existl" 

(Nietzsche, 195) Perhaps through the inspiration of dance, architecture can 

ultimately achieve a spirit of lightness capable of moving in even the heaviest, 

brute materials? 



For the earth is heavy. But te fly is not to remain above this heaviness 

or gravity, as if one were living in a house on stilts. It is to know how 

to lighten the earth itself as though one were inserting oneself into it 

like a surfer in a wave. 

- Rajchman, The Earth is Called Ught 

Architecturally, lightness might be most obviously understood as a reiease 

from traditional burden-support spaces - a displacement or postponement of 

bearings so that volumes or objects do not always coincide with the structure 

in which they are contained. In this way, Rem Koolhaas' Bibliothèque de France 

might be considered light. Hère "translucent screens establish a...luminous 

cavity in which, in apparent indifférence to structure or function, certain 

volumes are seen to float; at the same time, a distribution of loads allows 

greater freedom on the bottom, as though this very large structure were 

bottomiight - lightness as a reiease from load structure." (Rajchman, 5) Another 

strategy for lightness might again be seen in Koolhaas' work - the Rotterdam 

Kunsthal - where ramp movement and "flexible programming...free one from 

reading ground as base." (Rajchman, 5) 

Lightness thus seems to invite a rethinking of the relationship between 

architecture and ground; for it is a quality potentially cultivated when 

"materiais are not grounded coincident with the horizon," the idéal plane of the 

earth's surface. (Lynn, 20) This strategy can be seen in Bernard Tschumi's 

Giass and Video Gallery. While the building employs glass as both skin 

(enveiope) and structure (bearing éléments) lightness hère is "linked to the 

élévation and sloping of the ground plane from the horizontal datum of the site. 

In fact, the [material] weightlessness of the gallery is not nearly as evocative 

0? flotation as is the slope of the building's base." (Lynn, 22) 

Lightness can also émerge out of weight, or rather the dispiacement of weight; 

a body can float when it is plunged into an environment that has a comparable 

weight to its own. For example, the immense whale floats effortlessly in his 

aquatic context. Obèse and weighty, the whale becomes practically weightless 

in the océan, moving as gracefully and elegantly as a dancer. Simiiarly, within 

the air, a bird can maintain a position of seemingly endless lévitation. 

Compared to the ground of the earth, the bird is light, the whale heavy; yet 

both the bird and the whale, as bodies immersed in a particular environment, 

float. 

The light effects of hovering...and floating are dépendent on an intricate 

relationship of equalization between a body and the environment in 



which it is immersed. Dynamic structural principles of walking, flying, 

floating, skimming, swimming [and dancing] are not grounded by any 

single environment but are reiational structures that exist between 

bodies and environments. [Q]ualities of lightness...are dépendent not 

just on the mass of a body but on its relationship to some larger field. 

- Lynn. Dljferentlal Gravittes. 

An airborne dancer who attempts to float can only do so for a bracketed length 

of time, since the human body weighs more than the ether of air. Thus floating 

and suspension are only fleeting expressions in dance; in architecture, 

however, they can be encapsulated - conceptually - for a longer duration. Even 

the most gigantic structure can reveal itself hovering lightly when suspended 

within a material context, within, a diffused structure. Diffused structuring 

such as a field of dense small columns can create a site, an architectural 

environment that has roughly the same density and mass as the volume it 

supports: 

With...more diffused structures the air would literally become heavy with 

support and massive objects would begin to float in a more equalized 

environment of structural fluidity. 

- Lynn, Différenciai Gravittes. 

Lightness might also be understood as a matter of scale, proportion, transition 

and juxtaposition. The manner in which éléments and spaces interplay with 

each other can create dynamic movements both formally, and experientially. 

For example, Zaha Hadid's pianetary architecture with less-than-vertical 

alignments to the earth might be interpreted as light; announcing an orientation 

of 89 degrees, arguably it is an architecture regulated by "the particularities 

and adjacencies of éléments" rather than the relation of each élément to 

gravity. (Lynn, 21) Gravitational forces seem to proliferate between masses, 

"between a constellation of somewhat free éléments" thus providing "a 

network of intricate relationships" (Lynn, 21) Hadid's Peak Club remakes the 

surface upon which it is embedded into a séries of interrelated plates. "The 

project is an aggregation of éléments resting one on the other rather than a 

simple perpendicular transference of mass to ground." (Lynn, 21) 

Lightness might also be seen in the structuring principle of bridging. Bo Bardi's 

Museo de Arte de Sao Paulo offers an appropriate example of spanning weight 

becoming light. In "rather unheroic fashion," the brute concrète mass floats 



because its immense mass is suspended as a beam making it unexpectedly 

light." (Lynn, 20) 

Lightness in building is not a matter of ascending to the idéal of the immaterial. 

Like the modem dancer who in falling reinvents lightness, perhaps the architect 

must also descend into questions of matter and context in order to reemerge 

with a new understanding of this concept: 

Immersion implies that the boundaries between figures and grounds 

become blurred and envelopes become negotiable. 
20 

- Lynn, Différenciai Gravâtes. 

As a concept for architecture, lightness is complex and multi-layered; within 

the parameters of this project, it has less to do with glass and transparency, 

and more to do with conditions of translucency, overlap and transition - with 

structures becoming more diffused, and materials more frosted or layered. 

Lightness in building does not mean "rising above ail materiality and context." 

(Rajchman, 28) It is not obtained by simply separating earthy materials and 

heavy locale from architectural space. Lightness is not a matter of being above 

things but rather, among them - enjoying a différent, freer movement, no 

longer opposed to the earth. Working through material and texture, lightness 

belongs to a haptic sensé of space, and can be achieved architecturally through 

"a new attitude toward the grounding of structure" - one that coincides with 

the weight of materials, thus releasing space in the midst of anchoring it. 

(Rajchman, 6) 



Tlrace 



T race 

I am interested in...the sensé of origin, of re-establishment of 

beginning again, of going to the source which implies something 

incontrovertible. It is in the significant that résides ail the strings that 

are there to be pulled. 

- Plnos. FoUowing the Trace. 
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hat is a trace? An imprint? A track left by something that has passed? 

Is it palpable or ephemeral? Linear, bodily or géométrie? Is it a 
snapshot, a still. a lasting physical remnant, or is it only a momentary record, 

a fleeting référence to something other? How is a trace established, its 

essence defined, when so often it éludes us - evaporating before we can get 

close enough to understand? 

A trace is marked by both the definiteness of contact...physical or 

otherwisc.and by the uncertainty of interprétation. 

- Stan Allen, Tracks, Trace, Trtcks. 

A trace suggests a past and a future - an origin and anticipated trajectory. It 

impiies time, travels through space and can invert causality - eliciting a 

reconstruction of causes from effects. As a residue, referring back to a 

previous moment or movement, it waits to be discovered and assessed. A 

trace may be physical: "Writing is a trace in which is read an effect of 

language. It is what happens when you scribble something down." (Allen, 10) But 

it can aiso be a lingering aura, suggesting something no longer materially 

présent. 

What is the relationship of a trace to the source which générâtes it? The trace 

provides a représentation - an abstraction; it stands apart from that which 

created it as an index, a copy endowed with resemblance, yet transfigured, 

changed, displaced. Perhaps a trace can be best understood as a vignette - an 

extract drawn from a greater intent, idea or movement. But a trace "cannot 

daim the patemity of the idea," and this is where it départs from the thing it 

références. (Allen, 10) Yet the potential of the trace lies in its capacity to 

transgress boundaries - to be gathered, transported and ultimately 

converted. A trace is a thread of abstaction which can be transposed from one 

médium of expression into another: concepts we write about are given new life 

and expression when communicated choreographically and thus danced about. 

w 



Trace: (vb) to perfbrm dance steps. Webster's Dlctlonary. 

Tracing the etymology of the word. we discover that to trace is to dance. A 

trace is borne out of movement - defined simultaneously as a "passing through 

or traversing," as well as a "tumbling down or falling free." A trace then 

refers to both horizontal latéral movement which maintains the verticality of 

the dancing body as it travels over the floor, and movement positions, shifts in 

élévation which threaten the upright body by offsetting it. Considering trace as 

a potential falling movement is an intriguing proposition given this project's 

interest in gravity and weight. 
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T r a c e F o l l o w e d o r F o s t e r e d ? 

To live m e a n s to leave t races. 

-Benjamin, Paris, the Capital ofthe 19thCentwy. 

In the realm of art, the notion of trace may be perceived as twofold: both 

something that can be drawn from outside as subject, as inspiration, and 

something created inside - within the act of arrangement and composition. To 

trace through an idea, an art object, a building implies a joumey - the 

following of a lead. Perhaps the trace émerges as a remnant in the landscape 

- an artifact extracted from a cultural reading of the contemporary city. Yet a 

trace can also be fostered - springing forth from the créative process of 

making - an impression which remains with us long after we exit a building or 

watch the curtain fall on a dance performance. A trace thus has the potential to 

outlive the object or body which créâtes it. 

t r a c e - f o r m s 
A dancer moves through space, carving a path - a flow of changing shapes, 

which become the letters, syllables and words of the language of movement. 

When we lift one arra from its hanging position a t ou r side, we trace a 

form. resembling the shape of an opening fan. Our shoulder is the 

handle of the fan, and the h a n d describes the outer semicircle. The 

différence between the opening of a fan a n d the movement of a h u m a n 

limb is tha t the séries of the opening ribs of the fan are still visible as 

die movement is completed, while tlie arm. . . in its final position is, for 

our eyes, t he only remaining par t o f t h e movement. . . . In observmg 

movement we m u s t visualize the intermediary stages of its unfolding. 

- Laban, Choreutics. 



It is possible to retain various stages in the unfolding of movement through 

choreographic notation (dance writing), three-dimensional or plastic models, as 

well as video and photography. Indeed, the photograph becomes an important 

method of documentation in performance art, standing in for the inaccessibility 

of short-lived works. "A photograph is not only an image, an interprétation of 

the real, it is also a trace, something directly stenciled of! the real, like a 

footprint or a death mask." (Allen, 10) Yet, what is the relationship of the 

photograph to the overall performance or rehearsal it is spliced from? Does 

the photo not initiale an interpretive movement on the part of the viewer to 

fill in the necessary gaps in an effort to contextualize the photographie 

extract within the larger body of the dance itself? 23 

P h o t o g r a p h i e S é r i e s : C a p t u r i n g o r 
R e c o d i n g D a n c e ? 

Precisely by slicing out [the] moment and freezing it, ail photographs 

testify to time's relentless melt. 

- Sontag, On Photography. 

The snapshot effect of the photographie trace ties the work to the time of its 

making. And like architectural forms, photographie films are capable of 

implying movement, capturing three dimensional depth, and containing light and 

shadow, despite the inanimate nature of their materiais. While "the material 

of dance is human," the materiais of photography are far less "pliant and supple 

[than] human motion." (Fraleigh, 211) Yet the act of fixing inverted shadows on 

light sensitive film speaks of a transference - an altération through Chemicals 

during development - a kind of movement. A photograph spatially connects "the 

body in question to the chemical surface of the photographie négative.... [It] 

points back to the moment of contact, now fixed and detached according to the 

logic of its own materiality." (Allen, 9) But "photographs...are not dance images 

...they are photographie images of dance. [W]hen photographs are good, they 

record the most telling moments of dance; they freeze thèse moments in 

another médium." (Fraleigh, 210) Yet the two are not interchangeable. The fixed 

time of the photograph cannot supplant the fluid time of dance which is its 

original réfèrent. And where dance has spatial volume, photographs of dance 

can only suggest it. It is in the translation that the photographie séries marks 

the first stage in an effort which moves steadily towards the assemblage of 

architectural spaces - from dance as concept to dance as subject and 

programme. 

The photographie séries émerges out of a study of two dancers who, through 

successive installments. reveal the essence of their rehearsal process. The 

séries frames and documents various stages in the évolution and refinement of 

the dance. Instead of the polished final performance, the photographs focus on 



the fragmented studio rehearsals where movement séquences are selected out, 

often refigured and repeated over and over again until their exécution and 

timing are flawlessiy in sync. In the informai rehearsal - with the dancers in 

sweat pants and without spot lights - movement is interspersed with discussion 

of the delivery of that movement: too much torsion, too little push, prématuré 

release, etc. This is the space in which the dance is perfected - where the 

ideas behind the effort corne to achieve full expression. Dance is about routine 

practice, the performance is but a fleeting act of light. 

The dancers are studied sometimes as separate entities carving individual 

channels in space, and sometimes as the embodiment of perfect fusion - 24 

creating together a single vortex of light and motion. Because the dancers 

move faster than the camera's shutter, a residue is left behind - implying 

placement in time: where the body has corne from and its anticipated 

trajectory. In some instances the body translates itself to film as a séries of 

fluid, pliant, elastic lines of light, as suggested by spiraling and other 

continuous circular gestures. Yet the body is also recorded as a succession of 

staccato and angular gestures which boidly shift past each other suggesting 

force and directionality. The photos speak of the physicality of dance -

capturing strength - while also depicting dance as an ephemera! act and an 

emotional undertaking. 

The photographie document underlines the ever-shifting space between dancers 

and the physical principles of dance which thrust and propel the body out from 

the ground plane. Often the feet which carry and support the weight of the body 

(sometimes two bodies) are overshadowed by dynamic séquences of lifts. The 

photos, as a séquence, imply speed and attest to the ability of a dancer to 

offset their body's center only to again recover it. Much of the energy inhérent 

in the dance is due to the tension between movements. Weighted, anchored 

movement, is succeeded by light effortless gliding where the body seems to 

hover in the air. Limbs contracted and withdrawn become elongated, 

outstretched as the dancers shift proximity and depth - approaching and then 

retreating. Through bodily compression and extension, sudden altérations in 

body density are évident: the dancer as photographed is a structurally 

translucent layered body. 

The photographs narrate a movement towards abstraction where the 

body as mass recèdes, and the body as lines of light émerges. They also 

document a journey toward overlap, where the dancing body dematerializés -

or at least becomes much less solid and corporeal. Through photographie 

recodings, the bodies distort, morph and meld into each other - in connection 

and alignment. The spatial boundaries of the singular body become lost in the 

act of overlap. With each body consigned to the other (and to the dance), light 

traces no longer belong to one dancer or the other but to what they create 



together - a third. The photos expose the mutability of the body - its capacity 

to change perspective, direction, scale, mood and idea. Inevitably, we question 

our perception of movement vis-à-vis the camera's eye which reads movement 

differently than we do, picking up ail the intermediate trace forms. The séries 

captures intentionality - the essence of movement - the energy and effort 

required to manifest it; they imply a connection beyond the four corners of the 

two-dimensional image. The threads of light speak of a purpose; it is almost as 

if for every arm movement, each finger paints a trail which attest to its 

passing through. It is due to their abstract quality - caused by the shutters 

inabiiity to capture only a single trace form - that thèse photos hold interest as 

a study - as a precursor to the architecture. Movement seems to undermine 25 

materiality. We can see through the spirals of movement, through the limbs 

as they change density. There is a striking translucency to the body in 

movement. The photograph dissolves the opacity of the body by recording more 

than a single trace-form. 

Indeed the body demonstrates architectural opportunities for structuring form 

and space. On film we hâve évidence of the ability of the body to bear, bridge, 

support and cantilever, to endure and sustain tensile and compressive forces as 

well as to deliver them. The dancer is depicted as a network of branching 

pathways carved with limbs - a body with a discemible center of gravity. In 

black and white, the translucent body appears almost as a radiographie image -

an X-ray of the skeletal structure which supports and facilitâtes the movement 

of luminous matter. Through abstraction cornes a sort of clarity. As a séries, 

a set of related images, the photographs engender a point of view - a reading 

which can be discussed because it fixes movement in time and space. Yet while 

the séquence may provide plenty of traces for the architecture to draw upon 

(graphically and conceptually), they cannot fully describe or embody the dance 

itseif. Instead, the photographs can be understood as cuts or sections 

through the dance - vignettes or stills extracted from a larger context. 

A r c h i t e c t u r a l T r a c e 

Movement is...living architecture - living in the sensé of changing 

emplacements as well as changing cohésion.... Architecture is created 

by human movements and is made up of pathways tracing shapes in 

space. 

- Laban, Choreutics. 

What are the implications of the trace for architecture? Can we assemble 

building based on paths devised from traces? And do thèse traces aiready exist 

as fragments strewn throughout rural and urban landscapes simply waiting to 

be decoded or are they drawn from other disciplines - from ideas rather than 



objects? If architecture starts with the immeasurable, proceeds through the 

measurable and returns to the immeasurable, as Louis Kahn suggests, then 

perhaps the trace is the architectural thread of connection throughout? Finally, 

when the building is complète, what happens to the trace? Does it lose 

momentum - fade - or does the trace maintain its présence which suggests 

necessarily a capacity to carry meaning over time: to imply both its origin and 

making? 

The traces drawn into this architectural investigation are taken largely from 

dance and include considérations of weight, lightness, density and transition. 

Yet thèse traces also become part of another trace: the physical record 26 

within the architectural process itself, the séries of drawings and models 

which move the architecture toward built form. Traces in architecture "point 

back to implied movements (cuts, displacements, grid shifts, shears, 

inversions, rotations, and folds) carried out within the abstract materials of 

drawing itself." (Allen, 10) Even the third dimension of architecture can be 

traced through drawing: "Orthographie projection consists in tracing out, or 

cutting through the imagined contours of an absent body." (Allen, 11) Although 

architectural drawings may trace the complex and dynamic event of design and 

refinement, at some point, the building itself becomes a "trace of the fixed 

form of the drawing...frozen and necessarily complète prior to construction." 

Ail expérimentations in process "are forced to hypostasize the complexities of 

process into a snapshot to which the building then stands in mimetic relation." 

(Allen, 10) In this way, the building is perhaps not unlike the photographie 

exploration of the dancers - arresting a séries of movements in time. 

a b s e n c e o r p r é s e n c e ? 

Can the architectural trace be understood as an "abstract scaffolding that 

maintains form in its proper place but disappears as a présence in 

construction?" According to this argument, "buildings do not simply embody 

the abstract concepts that enable them but erase them - incompletely - in the 

assertive physicality of construction. The trace, if it remains, persists as an 

excess." (Allen, 11) Yet the architecture's capacity to carry the very ideas 

upon which it is founded into built form - no matter how abstract or far 

removed from their original context - is no accident. A trace cannot 

completely disappear. For it necessarily remains in the "incompleteness of 

translation...as a condition made possible by architecture's promiscuous 

presentness." (Allen, 11) 

The architectural trace can be described as an illusive movement wtiich 

originates in something other, it becomes transposed (indirectly and in part) 

into the non-discursive language of architectural walls, slabs and spaces; it 

lingers undemeath and within the layers of material. Intertwined, the trace 



cannot be extracted out without dismantling the structure and spirit of the 

architecture within which it takes on new meaning. 
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Choreographing 



Choreographing Site 

S i t e O b s e r v e d 

Where do we find places of interaction? Spatial diversity is 

unprogrammable, unpredictable; it lies between...and is filled with 

unanticipated traces of living. - Lobslnger, Sight-Stte. 

S earching for a landscape, I found a space-between, a site where dance 

spaces could establish a dynamic footing - a dialogue with undulating 

topography and overlapping typologies. 

Located in south-east Calgary between Ramsay and Inglewood, the site, due to 

its dramatic vertical face and ever-transforming features, provides multiple 

vistas of connection to things near and far away. It is through the expérience 

of coming around the bend - a bend in a narrow crumbling alley - that the site 

émerges. It reveals itself upright in a great rising gesture - swept into 

composure and braced by a long, elegantly tapering retaining wall. The heavy 

material of the earth's body hère seems to be on the verge of movement: it is 

almost as if the site could spill out onto the alley and the railway tracks if not 

for the résistance of the retaining wall. The undulating, gently curving profiles 

allow the site to reveal itself in section: a dynamic figure, tenuously embraced. 

The site is a tapestry woven of many threads and textures. Some threads are 

beginning to show signs of wear and exposure. The alley is not the only thing 

crumbling, the retaining wall is also under stress. But it is precisely the scars 

and markings on the wall which start to provide the site with history and 

character, with a poetic quality which speaks of temporality - a past. 

Textures comprising the site range from long prairie grasses dancing in the 

almost unceasing Calgary wind, to clusters of gravel and rock. Perhaps more 

stiiking is the broken chunks of concrète - rubble which has likely made its way 

over from an adjacent site which once housed a structure, but has since 

succumbed to the wrecking bail. Although there is no semblance of a building 

anymore, its past is felt - implied by a séries of retaining walls which still 

stand erect, framing and protecting this space abandoned; as a promenade to 

the site it is a space of public promise. Broadening our perspective and 

crossing the fence, we find lines of unused railway ties scattered neglectfully; 



further beyond, rusted sheet métal leans discarded against the warehouses. 

Thèse scraps provide another layer of color and texture, to the aiready diverse 

proximate landscape. 

A S p a c e - B e t w e e n 

Amid its greater contextual fabric the site is an anomaly - unexpected and 

engaging. It is a space caught between public and private life - between 

commercial, industrial, and residential contexts. 

Provoked to climb and investigate the many sloping profiles, we witness the 

city shifl and transform. The lower site poses connection to the more 

immédiate landscape: to the railway and the skew of the warehouses. But from 

the ridge, the warehouses are reduced to mère roof tops as the site becomes 

connected to distance - to the sky. The downtown core features prominently 

from the south end of the ridge, where the verticality of the corporate high-

rises - the Petro-Canada Building and Calgary Tower - seem to follow a datum 

initiated by a line of towering spruce trees in the much doser vicinity. 

Experientially, the site is rich and diverse, and potentialiy capable of 

facilitating the mixing of activities and movement patterns. 

The site stands as one of the few urban remnants to be spared the full extent of 

the city's grid and its tendency to leveling and squaring off. In part, the site is 

spared because of its proximate relationship to the curving railway beds which 

run paraliel to its north-east aspect and somehow offer protection. The 

railway lines become a displaced contour - projected out beyond the road and 

the wire fence, yet aligned with the falling profiles of the slope - tying the 

railway and the site in a silent understanding and sympathetic connection; at 

times it is an alliance of isolation and estrangement. 

a r o u n d t h e b e n d 
Until we turn a corner, the site's dynamic face is effectively concealed, which 

ever approach we may take. Actually, we find many bends and tums 

associated with the site, not ail of which are so literal. Our expectations are 

bent for example, when, approaching the site from the northwest, we turn 

onto Adelaide St. from 8th St. S.E. The scale of the road suddenly shifts at this 

intersection, becoming narrower, much more intimate. The road winds through 

trees, over pot holes, and for a moment it seems that we hâve left the city 

behind. And yet, this narrow crumbling pathway which reads as a rural lane 

ironicaliy is denoted by an urban street pôle and sign. This happens again; our 

reading of site is altered when we approach the ridge off of 11th Ave. S.E. A 



back alley, a thin dirt road marks the only vehicular access to the site's upper 

plateau. This pathway reads as private, serving a datum of detached 

residential garages; yet it leads to the ridge where we anticipate something 

public. Thus there is a sensé of displacement hère: public becomes private, 

back becomes front. Although an alternate route could be introduced, it 

becomes more appropriate to maintain this circuitous pathway as the only 

vehicular access to the upper site precisely because it is indirect - unexpected 

- in keeping with the bend in the approach to the lower site. 

e d g e c o n d i t i o n s 
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The retaining wall, which extends beyond the site defines its east edge in the 
morning and early afternoon. Yet later in the day, the monolithic wall seems to 

thrust the responsibility of containment onto the sidewalk and then onto the 

asphalt street through pronounced canopies of shadow - almost as if containing 

the vertical face is too great a burden. Hère the weightless shadows convey a 

sensé of experiential weight through the fact of their looming présence. The 

north edge is the most fluid and shapely and least capable of being harnessed. It 

seems to sweep past Adelaide St. and obscurely résolve itself, blending with 

the industrial fabric. The remaining two edges are defined by residential 

éléments; by a séries of detached garages on the west edge, and a two-story 

house with a white picket fence on the south. There seems to be a discrepancy 

between the actual zoned boundaries of the site conveyed by mapping and the 

perceptual boundaries which, due to great variations in topography, seem to 

defy mapping. Gestures in the landscape seem capable of annexing, extending 

out beyond the site itself. 

In plan the site resembles a trapezoid comprised of a séries of wedges folding 

fluidly past each other. In section the site seems to urge us to a redéfinition of 

ground: no longer a plane to build on top of but a mass to work within. The 

landscape becomes much more body-like. Outstretched, it seem to tum, folding 

its limbs and then extending them. It is almost as if the site opens up our 

reading of floor like a Martha Graham dancer. 

f o r c e s i n t e n s i o n 
In many ways, the site is created in tension, by the mixture of activities which 

overlap and engulf it. From its condition of betweeness the site inherits its 

energy and a sensé of being transitionaï. a meeting place for various 

juxtaposing forces. It is where the infrastructure of industrial train beds meet 

the vehicular pathways of commuters, where light and shadow converge, 

where curvilinear landforms meet the rectilinear grid, where remnants of 

rural serenity and openness poke through urban sprawl, and where the 



industria! concrète block meets the wood framed residential house. Often the 

site subtly inverts our expectations; the rolling slopes seem capable of 

changing their character se that each visit reveais a slightly différent reading 

of site. The light, at times almost blinding, dances across the gestural 

landscape, illuminating various crests and extrusions as the sun travels its 

daily course. Yet shadows are equally dramatic, cutting through recesses as 

if scoring the landscape, creating an exaggerated sensé of depth in the multi-

profiled north-east face. 

The forces surrounding the site seem to sweep down, culminate and gather at 

its northeast corner, where the site dips down to its lowest élévation -

where it is most vulnérable and exposed. Struggling at this dynamic corner, 

the site becomes a hinge, a point where the skewed geometry of the train beds 

attempt to résolve themselves with the urban grid. Yet while the site serves 

as a hinge of reconciliation within the macro context, it also manifests an 

opposite tendency: the site begins to split apart, breaking free from both 

fabrics which flank it in an effort to take on its own identity. This can be seen 

most pronouncedly at the ridge, which seems to split from the other site 

contours. In the act of diverging, twe paths of opportunity are created, and 

this concept is later explored and transposed into architecture. 

r e t a i n i n g w a l l 

[Cjonsider the city and its components as found matenal in a collective 

work in progress. - MacDonald. Stght-Site. 

The site is given a visible depth and stability by the existing concrète wal! - a 

marker, a measure, a support. Scoured by wind, marred with cracks and now-

faded graffiti, this wall, erected for purely functional reasons - to contain 

earth and provide an edge - has unwittingly taken on a great gestural energy 

during the process of its construction. This is in part due to the topography it 

finds itself situated within. The wall stands as inspiration to architecture 

demonstrating that movement can indeed emanate from static objects. The 

simple gesture of the wall is an outstretched arm. In plan, there is a slight 

curvature or bow outward in the middle of its length. And at the north tip, it 

begins to encroach on the flattening site, cupping inward like a hand, no longer 

merely an edge. In section, the wall unduiates, transforming from a concave to 

convex gesture. The wall resembles the arching spine of a dancer: releasing 

toward the sky and then, contracting towards the earth. 



Perhaps, most intriguing about this wall is that it is being pushed out over time 

by the persistent forces on the site. The wall tilts outward, leaning five 

degrees to the east, opening the site towards the sidewalk. The tact of tilting, 

of falling, suddenly changes the wall from a non-hierarchical divider to an 

élément of bias, opening up the space of the site and closing ever-so-slightly 

the path of the sidewalk. The retaining wall encourages a rethinking of vertical 

éléments: not ail of which need to be perpendicular to the ground plane. The 

wall sets up the language of tilting planes which the architecture then builds 

upon. 

S i t e S t r a t e g y : A d d i n g a S e c o n d W a l l 

To build is to collaborate with the earth. - Haldenby, Slght-Stte. 

The act of insertion, of positioning a second retaining wall in the landscape 

marks the first significant architectural gesture. Although the wall is part of 

the overall composition or arrangement of built form, it may be considered the 

initial choreographic figure to be delineated, and therefore warrants some 

discussion. Placement of the wall speaks of an attitude to site - a formulating 

of the land based on the working through of ideas, of dance extracts. The wall 

records the trace of a movement idea: it interprets an action through form. 

The wall is about elbowing, making way, pushing across the breadth of the ridge 

- about traversing. It implies a limb - a bent arm that has submersed itself 

into a mass and carved out a clearing - an opportunity which the architecture 

can embrace. The wall suggests two latéral jabbing gestures which, originating 

in the shoulder, are delivered by the elbow; it anticipâtes a dancer, who, 

inserted into the undulating profiles of the site, must carve a path - a way out -

responding to the site and the programme, but also to an inner volition to 

express self, to celebrate embodiment and move toward the light. 

The constructed retaining wall is more complex than its found counterpart to 

which it attaches. Together they form a dynamic and contrasting partnership -

embracing the vertical earth in strikingly différent manners. The inserted 

wall shifts orientations through sharp angular gestures; it is sculptural, with 

chiseled features which become rounded, fluid and tapered on the inside face. 

The wall clears space which it partly encloses, and at the same time maintains 

the ridge and allows the natural topography which surrounds the eut to remain 

largely untouched. The northeast profiles and wedges which the wall removes 

are replaced through abstraction and interprétation. The gestures in the 

landscape become enhanced through built form. 



The path of this wall provides places and corners to be discovered, as 

in any landscape. 

- Plnos, PoUowtng the Trace. 

The wall is choreographic in that it notâtes a gesture, records an idea, and 

manipulâtes the landscape by opening up the lower space of site. It implies 

movement by virtue of how it is arranged and inserted into the landscape. Yet 

it is a fragment embedded in a larger context and becomes understood in 

association rather than isolation. 

33 
Perhaps, the wall might be described as an artifact of gravity which begins 

through ail its weight to make way - to carve a path for light? And perhaps the 

site as a whole embodies a trace of Humphrey's concept of movement, for it 

implies an arc. It is not simply a horizontal ground plane nor a steep vertical 

face but rather something that rises and falls between the two axes. The site 

émerges as the interval, and the ridge is the point of inflection between the 

anticipated fall and the implied relief offered by the plateau. 
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Crossover 

[T]here exists a definable membrane through which meaning can move 

when translating from one discipline to another. What I mean by 

membrane is a thin, pliable layer that connects rwo things and is, in 

this case, the middle position between [dance] + architecture.... As a 

DESIGN TOOL the idea of translation [is] defined as a rendering of the 

same ideas in a différent language from the original. 

34 

-Martin, Y-Condition. 

C rossing over between disciplines, movements and spaces - across a 

bridge - which in this case is the human body - an attempt is made to 

assemble the gathered traces of dance into the language of architecture. Is it 

possible to create a cohérent System of walls and slabs structured on 

extrapolations from dance? Can architecture make spaces which are more 

attuned to human effort, movement, growth, mutability, and struggle - offering 

lightness in the very face of gravity's incessant pull? Can dance challenge the 

appropriateness of certain traditions in architectural form-making? 

What is great in man is that he is a bridge and not an end...he is an 

overture and a going under.... [T]hose who do not know how to live. 

except by going under...are those who cross over. 

- Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathusva. 

The body as dancer and the body as architecture are both beings-in-the-making. 

Yet arguably dance has reinvented itself in far more profound ways than 

architecture has dared: 

Architecture may hâve broken the box. but it has yet to break out of its 

cage. 

-Novak, Breaking the Cage. 

C r o s s o v e r 

A crossing from one 

slde, level or track to 

another, or the place 

where such a 

crossing takes place. 

-Webster's Dtcttonary. 

The corridor 

[connectlng] one side 

of stage to the other. 

-Armstrong, 

Spacefor Dance. 



In crossing over from dance into the making of architecture, an attempt is made 

to reconfigure space and form based on extracts of an art from which still 

speaks to the essence of humanity - a privilège which contemporary 

architecture seems to hâve lost. To crossover is to make a transition, that is, 

"a passing, or passage from one condition, action or place to another." (The 

Oxford English Dictionary) A transition is a Connecting intervai, the means by 

which ideas, movements or spaces are related to each other, and, if the parts 

are to blend, "the bridge uniting them must be structurally sound in its 

relationship to both of the adjacent sections." (Hayes, 15) This project is 

interested in crossover, in transition as the potential to forge new 

connections and thus challenge, alter, or expand the parameters in which we 

define concepts. 

In dance, transition links separate movements together: "the very substance 

from which dance is constructed...consists of a séries of transitions." (Hayes, 

15) Transition answers the question of how - how the dancer moves from one 

place to another, or how an intermediate movement could be introduced which 

would motivate or justify a fall. Transition suggests "a condition of 

ongoingness - of artistic growth;" (Hayes 15) it is the word and in the English 

language, which, according to Martha Graham, is the one of the most important 

words of choreography and dance: 

And is inséparable from dance, and leads us into most exercises and 

movements. 

- Graham, Blood Memory. 

In architecture, transition serves to connect spaces and circulate movement; 

as a third or other zone, it can be a dynamic corridor of space which permeates 

boundaries, bleeds, overiaps and dissolves into other spaces. While often seen 

as subordinate, subsidiary or servant space, within this project, transition 

becomes celebrated as a condition of openness and negotiation. 

T h e Other B o d y 

The movements - of crowds, dancers, fighters - recall the inévitable 

intrusion of bodies into architectural spaces, the intrusion of one order 

into another. 

- Tschuml, The Manhattan Transcrlpts. 



The body of architecture is forever intermingled with human movement and 

being. Yet is this other body, which is physically fixed and rooted in site 

"...only an organism passively engaged in constant intercourse with users, 

whose bodies rush against the carefully established rules of architectural 

thought?" (Tschumi, 67) Or is architecture more interactive, more complexly 

engaged in movement pattems? The fact that architecture stands still is a 

condition which dépends on movement, that is, movement forces brought into 

equilibrium: "stillness is by no means analogous to at rest or reiaxed, nor is 

it a passive state." (Preston, 4) in dance, "stillness should be a clear position 

which is as full of muscular feeling as the action which preceded it." (Preston, 

4) The still dancer is in transition between movements. Similarly, the 

inanimate body of architecture is and exists between the resisting forces set up 

within the structure and the imposed stresses that might dislodge it and cause 

its collapse. Yet the tentative, tenuous quality of this stance - where one might 

fall from equilibrium - is not celebrated in architecture as it is in dance. 

Perhaps architecture can be reassembled in a way that articulâtes this? 

Perhaps principle éléments of the design can be placed in dynamic tension, 

expressing an architecture of energy and potential movement - architecture 

that is still but not static form. 

While internally architecture is calibrated on movement, once built, its 

présence affects the people who travel and circulate through its spaces. 

Architecture can imply, embody and catalyze movement. Through the fluid 

overlap of spaces - through "distortions, ruptures, compression, 

fragmentations and juxtapositions;" (Tschumi, 67) it can serve to incite 

movement - as a stage for interaction. The other body is in constant dialogue 

with its occupants who "carve unexpected spaces through their fluid or erratic 

motions;" it is a partner, a subtle participant. (Tschumi, 67) Architecture can 

be a potential stimulus for movement, although it frequently tends to do the 

opposite; much of built form has served to reduce the complex spatial 

configurations of movement: 

Although we are capable of an infinité range of movements, [we] move 

within a fairly narrow range of our possible spectrum. One of the 

critical déterminants of this range are the...spaces we construct and 

inhabit 

- Yudell, Body Movement 



For example, Yudell argues that the skyscraper has reduced our répertoire of 

active movement; in order to move through it, we require the aid of a 

mechanical lift. The body becomes "object of an opération rather than subject 

of an action" as human movement becomes replaced with "propulsion of the 

immobilized body." (Yudell, 62) But if the body is portrayed as passive, 

removed and inactive hère, we need only look to dance to be reminded of the 

vast potentials of the energized body in space. 

During times of change, of movements in politics, both the body and the 

building become depicted as dynamic entities. For example, the Russian 

Constructivists in the years closely surrounding the Révolution, portrayed the 

body moving diagonally through space to convey man-in-action: 

When we want a short eut, a quick transition, a transformation, we eut 

through at a diagonal. 

- Yudell, Body Movement 

Diagonal movement tends to be associated with change in an existing order; "it 

is less easily oriented and its termination less predictable than either pure 

horizontal or pure vertical motion." (Yudeli, 64) Just as the Constructivist 

posters impart a sensé of excitemenî and confidence as the body leaps through 

space and crosses over the trame, making a new order, Tatlin's Monument to 

the Third International shows building on the verge of movement and flight. 

Combining the diagonal "the most dynamic single axis "with the spiral "the 

most spatially complex configuration for body movement," this project which 

was never built is perched precariously at the beginning of a new millennium. 

(Yudell, 66) The structure speaks of speed, light and motion in a single gesture 

that originates within the building frame but then spins out and crosses over 

into space beyond, into the future. Tatlin's dance-like structure implies a stage 

- an arena for movement and human interaction. 

Yet while Tatlin's monument is a model for movement and extension beyond 

boundaries, perhaps thèse concepts can be achieved architectural^' with 

subtler gestures and less frenetic complexity in form. 

Architecture has the potential to pull us into the realm of movement whereby 

we can imagine bodily participation with it; it can embody a vision - reflect 

what the moving body could become, offer choice, opportunity and encourage a 

choreography of dynamic relationships among the persons moving within; but 



the body should not be moved or controlled by architecture - it must be îree to 

move itself and create new alignments in space. Perhaps architecture can be 

conceived within Humphrey's arc of ecstatic movement - between the 

horizontal and îhe vertical deaths and manifest itself as transition - the middie. 

Architecture might position itself somewhere between the two planes of 

perfection as îhe pathway, îhe overlap or the interval - which not only implies 

movement but facilitâtes it. Perhaps, like contemporary dance, architecture 

might place *an amphasis on path rather than goal in space." (Cohen, 129) While 

the emerging architecture looks at lightness and weight, fail and recovery, 

shifting densities and positions itself somewhere in the middie, it finds itself 

leaning, tilting more in the direction of lightness, not because it is a more 

désirable quaiity than weight, but because in contemporary architecture there 

is a noticeable absence of such explorations. 



Effort 
a journey through material to light 



Effort 
A Journey through Material to Light 

Outside my studio, in my garden, is a tree that has always been a 

symbol of facing life, and in many ways it is a dancer. It began as a 

sapling...and although a wire gâte was in its way, it persisted and grew 

to the light and now thirty years later it is a tree with a very thick 

trunk, with the wire embedded within. Like a dancer it went for the 

light and carries the scars of its journey inside. 

- Graham, Blood Memory. 
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W hat is it that propels us to search out light? Weightless light floods our 

ideas and brings clarity to our vision; it enables récognition and 

understanding. We act out of light and in order to gain light. Often we act in 

spite of not knowing - driven by whatever source quickens us to the instant - a 

curiosity, an eagerness to meet life. The journey of discovery is difficult, but 

in an effort to grow and become, we must be willing to assume the dance's off-

centered, vulnérable stance from where life can be seen in dynamic 

transition. It is through constantly questioning the limits of a discipline -

shifting and expanding the parameters within which the dancer or architect 

works - where we find opportunités of élévation and extension, opportunités 

to meet the light. 

In dance we capture the throw of our unfinished living, the event we are 

in, our intermingling with ail that is and everything that happens. 

- Fraleigh, Dance and the Ltved Body. 

In dance as in our daily lives, we struggle to clear a place and light it. Through 

transformation ai acts, we become part of an idea and the making of a path. 

Perhaps effort - the labor and détermination involved in moving a weighted 

body toward meaning and light - can be explored architectural^? 

B u i l d i n g E f f o r t 

E f f o r t 

A struggle; an 

achlevement; a 

physlcal or 

mental exertlon: 

a création. 

- Oxford English 

Dictionary. 

The essenhal 

orderlng princlple 

[of] the body; 

effort shaplng 

...means 

construcOng 

space with one's 

welght, with one's 

displacement of 

welght. 

- Vlrllio, 

Gravttatlonal 

Space. 

This design project attempts to address effort through the handling and 

interaction of space and wall - a relationship perhaps best described as one of 



negotiation. Initially, the partnering retaining walls serve as devices which 

delineate the unfolding architectural space. The intersecting walls provide the 

bar-nightclub with a sensé of containment within the earth. But the walls 

transfigure: shifting from their original and expected function as edges, as 

frame to become something other. 

The ex is t ing retaining wall transforms from a gesture of bearing - which 

maintains the undulating topography - to a spanning member, as subterranean 

space below its footing is developed. The constructed retaining wall also 

changes; it shifts from solely resisting latéral forces to carrying a vertical 

load which spans across its clearing. Thus the wall becomes a support 

member - a sort of continuous beam. The wall also shifts from an 

insurmountable clifî face to become an interactive élément • intégral in the 

facilitation of circulation. Altered, pushed through and beyond, the wall is a 

physical boundary made perméable and transgressed; like a ladder, it 

facilitâtes a way up to the ridge; it is climbed, scaled, mounted and used to lift, 

raise and reposition vertically linked space. 
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Resting diagonally across the folded form of the retaining wall are two built-up 

wood beams. Thèse lengthy and substantial members not oniy structurally 

support a portion of the café which hovers between, they also prépare the 

spaces of the upper programme for a new orientation - with that of the ridge; 

the pair of beams which abstractly référence the train beds, become imbedded 

- captured in the spiraling effects of the cafe-bistro. On one side, the beams 

notch into the retaining wall where they terminate; on the other side, they rest 

upon the wall but then extend dramatically past. Lying across the ground, they 

become grade beams which help to support the dance administration and 

réception spaces. Peaking ever-so-slightly beyond the building, the two beams 

cannot possibly convey the dynamic transformation that they undergo (from 

bridging to foundation members); only the expérience of moving through the 

architectural spaces will expose this. 5*-'_ 

VM ' 

As the architecture slowly moves away, diverging and detaching itself from 

the concrète wall, it créâtes a condition of transition: space-between. The 

architectural expression, devising its own path of movement, cuts through the 

wall in order to create ledges of support and thereby secure a footing. As the 

architecture splits from the wall, it begins to take on a gesture independent of 

the concrète mass and yet connected and supported by it. The wall carves out 

more space than is required by the building, thus space is not always defined by 

wall. Yet this does not mean that the spaces between are leftover or residual; 

rather, they are vital, for they bring light to the lower level of the café. The 



lightwells - shafts of connection to above - are formed as the café spirals up 

and reorients itself away from the anchoring bar-night club. The staircase 

linking the two floors of the café is contained within the main lightwell, where 

pedestrian movement becomes one with dancing light: an elixir effect is 

created. Circulation is hère tied to transparency and boundary dissolve; it is 

an expérience of transition - between the café and the retaining wall - not 

exclusively belonging to either realms. 

Within the spaces of the café, there is a sensé of navigation; through acts of 

collision and fusion with the retaining wall, the architecture manipulâtes itself 

through the clearing, expressing the effort of élévation. With this 

accomplished, the dance studios are free to sprawl out and expand along the 

ridge: any spiraling and reorienting that takes place hère will be the resuit of 

the dancing bodies within. The studio spaces seem to quietly encourage a 

rethinking of the parameters of containment, demonstrating that the ridge as an 

edge condition can be relocated, altered, temporarily displaced. However, the 

primary interest of the studios is the effort of communication, the dance of 

bodies and the dance of light. 

The volumes upon the ridge - the studios and the théâtre - are tied tangentiaily 

yet irrevokably to the retaining wall. It is not primarily a visual connection, 

but rather a material or tactile connection. Although there are slits of 

opportunity - Windows which allow glimpses of the wall from within the dance 

facility, the merging is implied more through remnants of concrète which 

spring up like végétation in the lighter framed construction of the dance spaces 

as wall, as bench, as stair System. Thèse fragments simuitaneously 

foreshadow and recall the retaining wall and thus the counterparting 

programme below - the anchoring nightclub - to which the dance spaces are 

bound, woven and overlayed. 

By cutting back the landscape - opening it up, exposing its mass, the effort of 

building is revealed: the architectural gesture bends and twists up from the 

earth to then stretch out - hover and spread across the ridge. It is through 

bending, twisting, stretching, the mechanical constituents of movement, that 

the building recalls the dancing body. In even the simplest of gestures -

opening, closing, rising, falling, stepping or leaping - the dancer coordinates 

and performs a multitude of thèse muscular and kinesthetic actions, which the 

building then abstractiy références. The architectural expression works within 

the landscape like a sculpture. It is not merely about sitting, resting or 

standing on top or below the ground plane but about interactively engaging 

ground-as-volume. The retaining wall enables spaces to émerge that move 



through the density of landscape. Effort is seen as the manipulation of weight, 

as growth and movement towards light; and it is expressed architecturally at 

junctures or overlaps in the project. 

Through the language of openings and reveals, where walls are peeled back or 

pushed through to show the fitting and Connecting of structures and skins, the 

viewer becomes aware of the effort of construction. The energy and dynamics 

between various architectural members is often undermined by the manner in 

which they connect. Yet the effort of lifting and fastening materials that, due 

to gravity, are inclined to fall down, can be emphasized and figured into 

building. This project attempts to make the effort of élévation, of suspending 

form and space visibiy accessible through the placement and scale of 

architectural éléments which do not always meet, but rather fall short or 

extend past both the lines of enclosure and our expectations; through openings 

and less-than-flush connections we are afforded a view of architectural 

responsibility and stress. In dance, the effort of movement and gesture 

becomes apparent through breathing where the body conveys its hard work; 

thus, effort might be viewed as an "admission of humanity." (Cohen, 127) 

While a dancer obtains release from earthbound movement by leaping through 

the air, a similar sensé can be achieved architecturally when a building is 

"structured on principles of bridging, hanging, stretching, squatting, leaning, 

lying and floating." (Lynn, 20) The cafe-bistro embraces many of thèse 

principles: it simultaneously hovers, hangs and bridges; it speaks of the 

tenuous potential inhérent in an architecture which, aware of its own weight, 

strives to be light. 

Woven into the physical effort of building and assemblage are the many 

inextricable, silent layers - the intangible traces of thought. Whether 

structuring matter to lean or stand, the heaping up of walls and spaces become 

justified and take on their spécifie shape as a resuit of effort of process and 

effort of intention. This project constantly works toward suggesting effort as 

the struggle to cross, to create spaces of transition which begin to dissolve 

boundaries and absolute states thereby creating opportunities of lightness. 

M a t e r i a l s 

Infused with scale, light and context, materials become agents which evoke and 

negotiate qualifies of space. Each material has its own unique properties and 

textures which become recoded as it is manipulated, erected and assembled into 

a new expérience, into architecture. 



Materials can create a feeling of movement and oscillation by virtue of the 

manner in which they are juxtaposed and arranged. By altering opaque with 

transparent material, by varying density, scale, color and texture, an abstract 

architectural composition of layered and overlapping planes and solids begin to 

suggest movement. This project appears simultaneously to stretch out and 

contract through space, and the materials, which sometimes mesh and other 

times detach, contribute to this reading. Yet it is not the materials alone which 

create a sensé of transition and movement. Rather, it is the relationship of 

material to structure and of light to space. 

Within this project of transitions, structure and skin may or may not 

coincide. A wall may be bearing or float free, independent of a structural 

agenda. As technology imbues the frame and the material with the option to 

become one or break free, we recall the photographs of the two dancers 

merging and then parting. The relationship of material to structure can create 

a dance within building, as attempted in this architectural investigation. Hère 

we see examples of both the fusion of structure and skin into one composite 

product as well as the movement, the dance of one as it becomes diverted away 

from the other, creating a System of multiple layers. 

A variety of materials are posed for this project, including concrète, steel, 

wood and glass. While the nature of each of thèse materials is distinct, as 

technology opens new potentials and the versatility of materials increases, 

distinctions become not-so-clear, and materials begin to crossover. For 

example, as glass and plastics become increasingly structural, the very nature 

and capacity of materials seems to be thrown into question. Yet it is not only 

technology that begins to blur the inhérent qualities of materials. Our 

perception of materials is influenced by their scale, the manner in which light 

filters through or washes upon them, whether they are layered or singuiar, and 

how they are grounded. So is this to say that concrète can appear lighter than 

glass or plastic? That opacifies might seem to float? "Can we speak of light 

materials and heavy transparencies, a strange weightlessness to the earth 

itself?" (Rajchman, 28) Perhaps we might consider transparent and opaque 

materials counterparts -intimate and overlapping - almost interchangeable. 
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The fit and movement 
of our bodles with and 

around buildings [ls In 

part determlned] by our 

haptlc sensé, by the 

tactile qualities of the 

surfaces and edges we 
encounter. Smooth 

surfaces Invite close 

contact, while rough 

materials... generate 

movement in wlde radll 

around corners and 

more careful movement 

through corridors. 

Changes of texture... 

can trigger a slowlng or 

qulckening of one's 

pace. It would be 

possible to generate a 

whole choreography of 

movement through the 

composition of textural 

changes alone. 

- Yudell, 

Body Movement 



T o w a r d s T r a n s l u c e n c y 

When masonry walls were replaced by steel skeletons and reinforced 

concrète, the old System of load and support...no longer seemed quite 

so essential. Buildings didn't hâve to seern as holding things up from 

the ground or base. [T]his new sensé of lightness was at first 

articulated by glass...and so came to be identified with immateriality. 

-Rajchman, Llght Matters. 

The modernists sought lightness by severing ties and breaking away from the 

traditional weight of materials and context; ruled by a "new morality of the 

clear and transparent," space became much more open and flowing. 

(Rajchman,28) But immateriality soon acquired another meaning in architecture; 

linked to the "technological world-city," to consumerism and capitalism, 

immaterial lightness became synonymous with "the disappearance of the 

anchoring of place, région or proximity," with de-territorialization. (Rajchman, 

6) Suddenly the freedom from locale, the fact that nothing can be located, that 

everything "floats" become seen as a critical problem. How then do we re-

anchor ourselves and "become Newtonian again?.... Gravity and materiality 

recur as. .means to combat weightlessness in our dwelling, deprived of its 

original rootedness...." We witness a rekindled interest in materiality when 

lightness can no longer be borne. For without materials, without weight, 

lightness "moves in a free and disparate manner." (Rajchman, 6) 

Hère, Rajchman argues, lightness is "obtained in a négative way through a 

Tarification or purification of any unnecessary materiality." (Rajchman, 28) 

Although separated from the city, the modernist space did not break out beyond 

the pure immaterial géométrie form, beyond the grid in an effort of transition. 

Instead, modernism offered a lightness which Rajchman describes as 

"static.immobilized," as "a truth exposed rather than a multiple possibiiity 

released," and realizing this, we inevitably retum to issues of material 

weight. (Rajchman, 28) 

And in this dance between absolute Cartesian ideals - between perceiving the 

ground upon which architecture is established as either earthly tectonic weight 

or pure ethereal immateriality we forget about the middie and the possibiiity of 

developing an architecture of translucency - where lightness is multiply 

derived. Translucency speaks of flexibility; according to Riley, it suggests 

'something between issues rather than an absolute...[it] points to the lack of 

cohésion in contemporary culture, its indefinable outlines." (Riley, 56) 



Translucency seems to imply the proximate nature of weight and lightness -

that the quality of one can émerge from the other: 

[While] architectural culture [seems] concernée with...ephemerality 

and lightness...concrète forms havc .much appeal...much weight. 

Could it be that concrète and the spirit that animâtes it is more 

pliant...lighter than we imagined it to be?" 

- Riley, Réfactions on Transparency. 

When we look at the weighty structures of Tadao Ando, we are moved by 

their poetic lightness and struck by the ambiguity in his use of concrète. 

Concrète has the "capacity to pass from surface to solid, from the most 

extraordinary polish to the very signifier of weight and mass without 

refinement." (Jameson, 29) It speaks of process and durability: it can "hold a 

single gesture, an entry space, a cast of light...recall the process of 

construction, the shedding of water, or foretell the imminent end of the 

building." (Salter, 62) Ando has found a way to abstract and dematerialize our 

understanding of architecture without Hterally wrenching the building from its 

fallen context or making it predominantly glass. In Ando's work there is an 

extraordinary moment when "the massive impenetrability of concrète fades 

into the luminous opacity of rice paper over scaffolding." (Jameson, 29) Ando 

shows concrète to be translucent. He confounds clear divisions between weight 

and material, thereby articulating crossover. His architecture is "like an 

instrument that reveals something other than its solid surface - the light, the 

air, and the movement of the body itself in space." (Levrat, 37) 

Ando has been able to demonstrate the full architectural potential of concrète. 

Yet arguably, a similar case cannot be made for glass. For the most part, glass 

has been utilized and defined in a rather limited manner; it "is seldom used as 

brute material, as thickness beyond expediency." (Salter, 63) The tendency to 

render glass as "nothing there" is perhaps epitomized in Mies van der Rohe's 

Tugendhat Haus. Hère huge sheets of plate glass surrounding the main space of 

the house could be lowered on a mechanism into the basement in good weather: 

If the glass isn't there than there is only the frame. the structure as 

the definer. The architect is principally the designer of the frame and 

the glass is a surrogate, a stand-in, a weatherproofing and not really 

part of the schéma. The real schéma is the frame. 

- Riley, Reflecttons on Transparency. 



But in addition to being rendered as an absence, glass can also be developed into 

a présence - detailed to overlap or obscure the frame, stretching from edge to 

edge. It can be utilized expressively. Architecture can explore the skin, the 

filter, in addition to the frame. This architectural project attempts to create 

an entire body, and through a variety of skins, light is allowed to dance and be 

cast. For lightness manifests itself in many materials and manners, and cannot 

be tied or translated exclusively, and singularly into one substance. This is 

why concrète which anchors the nightclub can also be used to release the 

warm-up space. This project is about alternatives, about searching for 

opportunités of translucency - both material and spatial. Between clarity 

and opacity, confining and expansive space, inside and outside there is 

translucency as equated with transition and crossover. 

Transparent/opaque, fîgure/ground dualities...are very much a part 

of...architecture....[A]rchitects frequently use the word translucency to 

mean that sort of intermediate zone between dualities. Translucency is 

when the transmission of an image breaks down yet light is still 

passing through. 

- Rlley, Rejlectlons on Transparency. 

t r a n s l u c e n t s k i n s 

Glass itself, as well as becoming structural, a supporting élément, has 

tumed opaque; Its job is no longer to reveal , but to veil, to wrap up the 

insulation, or to wrap up the existing building, to form a filter between 

inside and outside. 

- Zardlnl, Skin, Wall Façade. 

In addition to frosted or sandblasted glass, material translucency also 

manifests itself within this design as a double wall: between the outer facing 

and the inner structure is a "content...to be developed." Within the layered 

wall, the glass curtain may still be utilized, however, it is transformed -

altered by the introduction on an other layer - a screen or louvered wall, for 

example. Translucency confounds and displaces the modemist notion of glass 

as that which disappears, becomes invisible. As glass turns translucent, it 

becomes more ambiguous; it takes on certain properties - a physicality. It 

becomes involved in a reciprocal relationship - codependent on light, other 

materials, and structure. The double wall créâtes an actual zone of transition -

a threshold. "It is a space that absorbs both the inside and the outside of the 

building...an environmental filter...a [means] of controlling light." (Zardini, 48) 
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Within this architectural project for dance, double walls feature prominently in 

the warm-up space as well as the two rehearsal studios, offering varying 

degrees of filtration and access. 

t r a n s l u c e n t s p a c e s 
Translucent space facilitâtes crossover, it implies a bridge, a middleground, 

where parameters are not easily discerned. It is a space where light passes 

through, yet it is not always entirely clear, transparent. It is a space of 

ambiguity and reciprocity where the frame, the edge begins to disappear. 

Within this project, the various patio-courtyard spaces provide opportunities 

of translucency, a thick filter between inside and outside. In similar fashion, 

those pièces of the programme that push through, intrude and displace other 

spaces also create corridors and platforms of translucency, of light and 

lightness; for example, the cafe-bistro borrows a pocket of space from the 

nightclub. Within translucent space connections are not always visual or 

unobstructed; sometimes they are associative, tactile - implied through the 

répétition of architectural materials. Translucent space is experienced through 

movement and light - now veiled, now silhouetted. Between revealing and 

concealing, translucency breaks down the hiérarchies of space; it provides a 

condition of abstraction, and thereby références the initial photographie 

exploration - the stills of the moving dancers. 



8 Merging Programmes 



Merging Programmes 

T w o B o d i e s f o r D a n c e 

T hroughout the development of this architectural investigation there is a 

persistent thème of two bodies which tend toward merging and 

Connecting. This duality begins with the photographie study of the dancers and 

then infiltrâtes and spills over into the handling of site and programme where 

partnering retaining walls as well as the fusion of two separate facilities 

become important architectural features. As a whole, the architectural project 

can be understood as a body - connected and intertwined poetically and 

experientially to the body of site. Active throughout the day and the night, the 

building embodies and embraces human movement as it shifts from one part of 

the structure to another. From dance studios to noctumal spaces, the body of 

architecture is in transition and flux. Caught between two intensities -

between choreography and delirium, purposeful movement and gratuitous 

effect, performance-by-dancer and performance-by-crowd - the non-mobile 

hybrid construction is ironically never at rest. 

The night club and the dance workshop hâve separate purposes, and offer 

exclusive paths of expérience and vision, leading to the distinct character of 

their core spaces, their construction and the manner in which they engage the 

earth. While the dance studios and performance space must be neutral, fluid, 

simple volumes, the night club enjoys sharper, more controlled walls and 

spaces. Yet despite obvious distinctions, there are also threads of continuity. 

Not only are the two programmatic bodies aligned physically - sharing the 

transitional space of the café - but compositionally and even materially an 

effort is made to create a dialogue - an abstract unity. Thematicaily, there is 

also a vague connection: notwithstanding the vast discrepancies between 

choreographed and unchoreographed dance, both programmes, insofar as they 

deal with performance, speak of theatricality, appearance and disappearance, 

and rôle playing. 
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H y b r i d 

P r o g r a m m e s 

Hybrid programmes 

mean différent 

klnds of 

lns tltutlons... new 

expériences In 

space. 

- Holl, quoted In 

The End oj 

Architecture? 

The joining together of two programmatic bodies with a third élément of 

overlap into one architecture, one urban gesture, suggests both diversity and 

interaction: a range of symbiotic potentials. Perhaps this merger may bring 

greater publicity and exposure - each facility in tum increasing patronage to 

the other. Or perhaps the dance facility owns shares in the nightclub, thus 



generating enough revenue to offset the costs of operating the studios and 

théâtre. For a dancer, accustomed to sharing space and makeshift studios in 

factories and fire halls, such an alliance would not be considered unusual. 

Mixing, overlap and extension become créative means of justifying and 

sustaining building. 

T h e D a n c e G a 11 e r y - W o r k s h o p : 
f l e x i b l e s p a c e f o r d a n c e 

Created in a spirit of invention and expérimentation, the dance spaces seem to 

anticipate the range of dance work that might be practiced and performed 

within them. Carved into an empty space in the interstice of urban 

neighborhood and industry, the dance workshop provides smail struggling dance 

troupes with an opportunity to share space. Rather than being designed for one 

particular dance troupe, this facility is intended to accommodate several 

emerging professional dance companies as well as a dance school. 

While in the bar-nightclub, the body and the container become fused, in the 

dance studios and the performance space, the container recèdes. Hère the 

architecture must serve only as a backdrop to the dance, resisting the 

temptation to become the action itself. The forms which contain space can 

neither limit nor visually compete with the movement of the dancing body. It is 

the inhérent qualifies of space which become important: "without space, dance 

does not exist." (Armstrong, 9) And whether read as void or solid, it must 

liberate the dancer whose energy is sent out in space - beyond the wall, beyond 

the floor. Architecturally the challenge becomes to design dance space that is 

simple, neutral and minimal without succumbing to the most literal and 

expected tendency: to erect the rectangular shoe box. 

Dancers often find the space in which they work static, stérile and 

uninteresting. Even space that provides adéquate dimensions for choreography 

and rehearsal, is not necessarily conducive to creativity. Yet dance space has 

the potential to be provocative and engaging; it can be constructed with 

anomalies and idiosyncrasies that do not distract the dancer, eut up the space, 

or reduce the quality of dance work. Space for dance can be asymmetric, and 

employ various lighting conditions, openings and wall Systems; it can also deal 

more imaginatively with the space above the dancer's head which does not hâve 

to be terminated with a flat roof System. The Dance Workshop explores the 

potential to create open, dynamic space that breaks away from the monotony of 

the box with rounded, fluid, continuous gestures. While thèse gestures attempt 

to quietly inspire and liberate the dancer, the essence of the dance space is 



light and the event within. Moreover, there is for a dancer another, more 

intimate space which is occupied: beyond the constructed space of architecture, 

there is the human space of the body: 

The real terrain I [occupy is] my body. - Tharp, Push Cornes to Shove. 

This is the inner landscape of dance - inside the théâtre, inside the rehearsal 

studio. 

r e h e a r s a l s t u d i o s 

The aspects of things that are most important for us are hidden because 

of their...familiarity. 

- Wittgensteln, quoted In Holl, Anchortng. 

In keeping with this project's interest in process, the dance rehearsal studios 

become highlighted - thrust out into a location of prominence. The rehearsal 

space is about work-in-progress, the everyday. It is the dancer's coveted 

place of growing and becoming; through observing the rehearsal we can gain 

insight into the dancer's life. Yet the rehearsal characterizes life so plainly 

before us that it is often missed - overlooked. In the rehearsal of dance as in 

the rehearsal of life, we practice, struggle and strive - consumed daily by 

répétitive tasks. The studios attempt to validate this process - expose it to 

people on the street where that it cannot go unnoticed. Through the transparent 

north face, the rehearsal becomes seen as the quintessential performance -

removing the weight off the studio-theatre and the final production. 

Perched over the ridge, the studios are "about edges - the limits of 

ourselves." (Fraleigh, 236) For, in pressing limits and expanding them, the 

middle shifts and a new edge condition is created. The studios extend over and 

temporarily displace the ridge as edge. And hère - where our sensé of risk, of 

falling is increased - expérimentation in thrown and caught movement seems 

perhaps most appropriate. 

The double volume studios are also elevated in order to interact more 

efficiently with the natural light. Removed from the weight and distractions of 

the city, the studios focus inside, on cultivating the dancing body. Since most 

dancers prefer to work with northem light because of its constant, indirect and 

diffuse nature, this is reflected in the design of the two studios. Fine vertical 

mullions dematerialize the continuous glazing along the north face. While this 

strategy allows the public visual access from the street below, the dancers -



either dancing with their backs to the Windows or facing out, but distanced 

from the Windows by the instructor who stands in front of them, see little of 

their gathering audience and more of north sky. Yet, an adjustable screen 

System is attached to the glass panels so that the choreographer can create a 

mood of séparation from outside - of complète insularity - if required for a 

particuiar dance. 

Limited Iighting, to a smaller scale is allowed passage into the studios via a 

band of high clerestory Windows which are controlled by venetian blinds. East 

and west sunlight is collected by separate panels in the roof, and then 

transmitted through one studio across into the other. The resuit is a soft, 

spreading light. This System of exchange allows morning light to seep into the 

west studio (B) and late afternoon light to penetrate into the east studio (A). 

Everyday, light intertwines with the space to redefine it: 

Light subjects space to uncertainty, forming a kind of tentative bridge 

through fields of expérience. 

- Holl, Anchortng. 

This fluid crossover of light is made possible because of the location of the 

warm-up room. This space, where the choreographer créâtes and works over 

movement schemes prior to rehearsals, is also Hoirs "tentative bridge" for 

light. Situated between the two studios, the warm-up space is raised to lift the 

choreographer physically from the realm of rehearsal and instruction into the 

space of dance-making. Resting on double walls, the warm-up room pushes 

through and projects its volume unobtrusively into both studios as a surface of 

frosted glass. Through this translucent finish it is possible to discern from 

either studio, the blurred silhouette of a choreographer in préparation, Yet, 

because the créative process can be intensely private, screens can be pulled 

across the walls to prohibit any visual connection. Through a band of 

transparent glass, the warm-up space becomes conceptually detached from the 

overall roofing System. This reveal allows for the circulation of sunlight - the 

dance of light - to occur directly above and through the choreographers dance 

of ideas. 

The two studios share more than their relationship to the warm-up space. In 

both spaces, naturai daylight is augmentée! by a full Iighting grid hung from the 

ceiling with incandescent lights that can be dimmed. In addition, partial 

perimeter floor Iighting is inserted along two sides in each studio so that during 

floor work the choreographer can choose to bring light from below and 

eliminate the glare of overhead lights. In each studio, there is an even and 



résilient sprung floor which diffuses the impact of the dancer's step. Both 

spaces are also equipped with one wall of continuous mirror, a portable barre, 

and a locking sound System with four mobile speakers. Sound séparation is 

insured between the studios by specially rated partitions as well as acoustical 

treatment of the warm-up space so that it does not serve to amplify or bridge 

sound - only to transmit light. 

"Because the body - choreography's building block - is almost uniform in 

size," so is the size of space which choreographers generally want for 

rehearsing and performing dance. (Armstrong, 9) Yet, within the margin of 

variation, slight changes in lighting, proportion and scale can alter the feeling 

of space irrevocably. Dance space must be large enough not to truncate 

movement, and to allow for distance - so that the dancer can objectively get 

away from the work at hand - yet not so large that the dancer gets lost in 

space and the choreographer has difficulty pulling classes together. Perhaps 

studio A and B can best be described as dance spaces in transition given the 

manner in which they open to light and allow this invisible force to transfigure 

their walls and set the spatial tone. 

s t u d i o - t h e a t r e i n f o r m a i 
p e r f o r m a n c e 

Many dancers in small expérimental dance troupes, sustained with the barest s p a c e 

resources, choreograph and perform in the same volume - a flexible studio-

theatre space. 541 Broadway, Dance Théâtre Workshop and The Merce 

Cunningham Studio in New York as well as the New Performance Galley in San 

Francisco represent the interest of one or several contemporary dance 

companies, making their name in flexible, pared-down facilities known as 

alternate spaces for dance. 

This studio-theatre is not designed to compete with such local venues as Martha 

Cohen Théâtre or The Jubilee Auditorium which are more expansive formai 

performance spaces suitable for annual dance productions which typically run 

for an extended period of time. Rather, this space is more informai -

appropriate for smaller gatherings and perhaps even impromptu performances. 

The studio-theatre is essentially an exercise in transformation - shifting easily 

from a performance gallery which seats one hundred people, to a third 

rehearsal studio (studio C). As a potential rehearsal space, the studio-theatre 

offers a very différent expérience than either of its counterparts situated out 

over the ridge. Larger than both practice spaces, it is also much less 

accessible; due to its protected location and limited openings, the public cannot 



view in from the street. As a théâtre, this double volume includes a 

performance area, pull-out seating platforms with folding chairs, and 

transitional zones of space which encircle the performance area, and can either 

be used to create wings and a crossover corridor, or to increase the 

dimensions upon which the dancer performs. Masked by vertical curtains, 

wings provide not only entrance and exit opportunities for the dancer, but 

space to mount ladders for sidelighting, which models the dancer's body and 

gives it three-dimensional depth. Through a remote control lighting grid, 

ceiling lights and certain props can be rigged and modified from the control 

booth. While there is no fly tower in this altemate performance gallery, there 

is however two fly closets. Accessed from below, the closets can be used to 

fly backdrops and panels off the performance area; once a panel had been lifted 

up, it disappears through a long thin opening in the ceiling. From outside, the 

fly closets become dramatic architectural features. Slightly curved vertical 

projections, they resemble the uplifted arms of a dancer, pushed ouf through 

the roof. 

The arms... are very associative; they seem to speak. They hâve the 

most articulate and varied expressiveness of any of the body's possible 

movements. They are the freest in their capacity to take on many 

différent shapes and qualities of movement. 

-Fralelgh, Dance and the Llved Body. 

Thèse flying storage walls are gestures of announcement; they introduce a 

présence - serving as a flag or banner: they become the hallmark of the entire 

complex. 

The gênerai public gains access into the studio-theatre through a promenade of 

double doors protected by an extending wall; once inside, the lobby swells -

which allows for milling, and further beyond, a Connecting pathway leads to the 

cafe-bistro. Access into the performance gallery - to audience seating - aligns 

and prépares the public for the direction of viewing. Overall, public space in 

the studio-theatre is simple and efficient, yet not overly expansive; the 

assumption is that during intermission and after performances, the cafe-bistro 

or the nightclub will entice the public to crossover into the other merging 

bodies of programme. The surrounding neighborhood, with its numerous 

restaurants, cafés and bars can also fuifill the need for larger gathering places 

and insure that crossover movement extends beyond the project into the 

community. 



T h e C a f e - B i s t r O : t r a n s i t i o n a l l i n k 

The café is the area of transition between the dance workshop facility and the 

bar-nightclub, between lightly framed dissolving space and anchored earthy 

mass. The café is simultaneously part of two distinct programmes; it opérâtes 

throughout most of the day and night in an effort to accommodate dancers and 

clubbers and the public at large. Sectionally conceived, the café hovers above 

the clearing; twisting and spiraling up, it reorients itself in direction. The 

second floor crisscrosses over the lower level, sharing with it only a small 

area of overlap and structural connection. While the lower café is in keeping 

with the more rectilinear geometries of the nightclub, the upper café, in a 

pivoting gesture, prépares us for a new alignment with the dance programme -

a much more sinuously curving network of spaces. With neither level of the 

café coinciding with the floors in the nightclub, the café introduces another 

séries of level changes, another gesture towards the obscuration of ground as a 

single plane. 

While spatially, materially, programatically and conceptually great weight is 

placed upon the café to articulate transition, it is also recognized that 

transition can be reiterated - resonate throughout the entire building. The 

vertical link does not hâve to do everything, rather, it can disperse, dissipate 

and reassign some of the responsibility of transition to other architectural 

éléments: transition thus becomes évident within the two programmatic bodies 

not just between them. For example, remnants of the concrète retaining walls 

- part of the lower programme - poke through like végétation and break into 

the dance facility as a reminder of the other intégral body of this project. 

Within each individual body of programme there is also an emphasis on 

transition, the act of bridging, the flow between immédiate spaces. 

[In] the studio, we had a little shoot of plant life corne up out of the floor 

near the piano. It is another world and we accept it as a gift. 

- Graham, Btood Memory. 

From the lower level, there is a small deeply recessed court yard where a 

horizontal garden slab, supported by the retaining wall System, folds upward to 

become a vertical garden wall. Perhaps the wall might be rubbed with mosses 

and in time resemble an old terra-cotta planter, carpeted in rich sage and 

mustard colors. The slab will cultivate a tree, a sapling with a long trunk that 

will grow upward toward the light; each season will reveal it in a différent 

aspect of becoming. The tree is for Martha Graham; and it is for ail dancers: 



The spine is your body's txee of life. And through it a dancer 

communicates; his body says what words cannot... 

- Graham, Blood Memory. 

T h e B a r - N i g h t c l u b 

[The nightclub] combines the container and the action into one System 

in which stillness and motion can evoke one another....[It] endorse[s] 

the power of architecture which erects conflicting shards as spatial 

stimulants around its occupants. For within this architecture, 

meaning... [arises] through the assembly of momentary sensations 

which collide in the body in the course of action. 

- Coates, New Clubs at Large. 

It seems necessary hère to first consider the after-hours or nocturnal space 

generally in an effort to validate and défend its inclusion in this design project 

specifically. Temporal, gratuitous and even trivial, the nightclub is often 

dismissed socially and architecturally. Sporting such predictable motifs as 

voyeurism and vertigo, the nightclub can potentially embody lightness in its 

most négative capacity - as a lack of importance and meaning, a casualness of 

being, a tendency toward a "state of once only from which no story can 

develop, no identity be shaped, no happening acquire significance." (Bayley, 85) 

Yet with this said, the club still serves a purpose, providing "a social safety 

valve for turning transgressive forces loose." (Coates, 5) Recognizing the 

essential urban purpose behind such space, it becomes possible to design bar 

and club space - at once both substantial and architectural. 

Typically with little exterior significance - recessed, buried, dark and covert -

the nightclub focuses on the inside. A place of gathering and interaction, the 

nightclub can be therapeutic, promising to heal or perhaps remedy a bad day; it 

can release one from inhibitions or provide a distraction; it is a space of 

erasure and dissolution, where it is possible to recède, to forget, to become 

lost and masked by the din of music and biand voices spoken endlessly. Yet it is 

also a space of exposure, where one can be seen and see others. Inciting 

movement and connection, the club can "be discussed as the protagonist of a 

current urban intensity." Inventing and embracing its own type of displaced 

Street culture, the nightclub "relies on the city, but is separated from it - it is 

dépendent on being annexed from the world outside." (Coates, 4) 



Consisting of two levels, the bar-nightclub is a long, rectilinear space, with 

leaning, gestural slabs. Directed by the existing retaining wall to the entrance 

on the lower level, a filtering system takes us around an oblique partition which 

temporarily interrupts the programme's strong linear thrust. But once inside, 

the line of familiarity - the line of the retaining wail - is again assumed. Hère a 

back lit glass wall draws our attention to the opposite end of the elongated 

space - to a steel and concrète bar, a séries of stools, a waiter, other 

customers and the promise of a drink or two. This bar, along with the old 

concrète wall, the dance floor, the catwalk and two intimate patio spaces are 

the main features of this nocturnal space - a space that can shift from a 

subdued jazz bar during the week to a more animated, dance club on the 

weekend. 

The dance floor, a slightly concave surface serves to collect - pulling us ever-

so slightly toward its centre. Accessed via a gradually tapering catwalk, it is 

located on the second floor. Through glazing along the north face, the dancing 

contingent of the nightclub can be seen from the street -a strategy which 

invites comparison, or rather, contrast with the other dancing also visibly 

exposed along the ridge above. It is a contrast between dance as elemental, 

tribal, répétitive, hypnotic and spontaneous and dance as instructed, deliberate 

movement for the purpose of communicating ideas. Given the discrepancy in 

their hours of opérations, it is unlikely that dance in the rehearsal studios and 

the nightclub could be seen simultaneously. Yet, tied in dialogue by virtue of 

proximity, one form of dance necessarily displaces the other: guttural 

movement and choreographed dance trade places in yet another movement - a 

conceptual dance between active and de-active space. 

Within the bar-nightclub, space is continually being transfigured, altered and 

recomposed by artificial lighting, music, and the crowd itself which together 

détermine the atmosphère - the overall mood of place. The night space is raw, 

physical, rudimentary, and lacks the subtle nuances of the dance studios. When 

alcohol and dance are added to the throbbing effects of lights and music, 

confusion, disorientation or any number of potentially disordering expérience 

may resuit. The nightclub tends to precipitate movement, not only by 

separating services - for example the bar and the dance floor are not on the 

same level - but also by making the second level a mezzanine -essentially two 

platform lofts connected by a catwalk - where a view upward and downward is 

always available thus providing the unsettling sensation of being watched. 



Clubs favor the crowd as the performers; everyone in them performs 

for themselves and for one anorher. Auditorium and stage are 

effectively compressed into one spatial condition. Clubs are therefore 

concentric organizations, more dépendent on the résonant qualities of 

the finite enclosure than on the extending axis of the stage. 

- Coates. New Clubs at Large. 

In the club space everyone becomes part of the environment - the performance 

event, the light, the sound, the movement. This is the antithesis of the 

expérience in the dance facility: whether the audience is informally seated on 

platforms in the studio-theatre or watching from the street as the dancers 

practice in their studios - the audience and performers remain separate. 

Burrowed into and through the earth, the nightclub is only in part a 

subterranean establishment. Yet along the south perimeter, where the 

residential datum is closest, the density of the earth serves as a natural 

acoustic blanket. The perimetric walls in the space are concrète - consistent 

with the existing retaining wall which, not only maintains its significance and 

présence outside but becomes a focal point within. A curtain from the street, 

the concrète wall cloaks and protects the nightclub while also marking entry 

Inside the nightclub, it serves as a backdrop, an élément of interest which 

predates the inception of the space itself. For the entire length of the nightclub, 

the wall transforms and seems to negate its original purpose; it appears to 

float, to span. The earth that once anchored the wall is removed within this 

bracketed space; slabs are poured beneath it, and walls formed around it. 

Theatrically, the foot of the canted wall -now exposed - thrusts out into the 

space like the extended leg of a dancer - even as the wall continues to bear 

along the rest of its length. 
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Rehearsal 
Cultivating the Body 

How is each problem in architecture to be solved? By giving it a 

response that makes it actual, displacing iL Not exactly a response that 

gives it a solution, but rather a response that reveals it in ail its 

contingency, that renders présent its essential becoming. 

-Valdes, Poetics. 

V e n t u r e d , F l u n g a n d F a l l i n g 

A n architect rehearses much like a dancer - struggling to bring an idea into 

clarity and form. "When we rehearse, we stop and start and ask questions 

of ourselves and of others involved in the process." (Fraleigh, 180) The process 

of drawing and redrawing, modeling and remodeling is a process of revealing. 

Through practice, through making we uncover. The difficulty becomes the 

synthesis of the many layers and tangents into the final choreography of the 

building. "Each stage in the development of architecture is a test of the former 

stages." (Woods, 139) And while we might anticipate the next shape or tum of 

events in the process of configuration, many of the outtakes and changes in 

direction are unexpected. 

While architecture is founded hère on the understanding of design as a 

constructive method which includes both intellectual and physical frameworks, 

the process does not compel a direct that means that association of meaning 

with movement, with spécifie architectural éléments or spaces. Rather, the 

architectural expression provides a response to the issues of lightness and 

transition: it interprets the intricacies and colorations of motion and dance 

while creating its own mood, aura and form. 

The créative processes of making apply to ail the arts. The following quote 

refers to the maKing of dance, yet it could easily be applied to architecture: 

Behind...is the original intuition that sparked the dance. We work in 

light of it as we develop the dance.... We hâve ideas and mental images 

about what the dance may be as we create and rehearse it, but the 



dance itself émerges only in the finished création and performance. We 

hâve then created something that has no real existence before, 

something new and unique. And we hâve done it entirely through our 

actions and choices 

- Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body. 

Like dance, architecture can be understood as a rehearsal wherein a body, a 

présence, a whole is cultivated from a mère seed or a germ of intention. In 

both cases the créative process begins with the power to move and transform, 

to give image to idea. And it is the imagination which acts as bridge between 

the invisible (the movement urge or idea) and the visible (the dance image or 

building). In crossing the bridge of expérimentation and moving to meet a 

challenge cornes risk: 

I never verbalize about the dance as I create i t It is a purely physical 

risk that you désire to take, and that you hâve to take. 

- Graham, Blood Memory. 

Graham likens the risk of creating dance to the walking of a tightrope: 

We hâve ail walked the high wire of circumstance at times. We 

recognize the gravity pull of the earth [and that we are] practicing living 

at that instant of danger.... At times...I fear the venture into the 

unknown. But this is part of the act of creating and performing. This 

is what a dancer does. 

- Graham, Blood Memory. 

The process of designing is characterized by both periods of light and shadow: 

between murky uncertainty and lalling, ...the moment of vision" and clarity. 

(Fraleigh, 239) 

1 o c u s 
The architectural product, is seldom seen in connection to place, to the studio, 

the atelier where it is created. Yet the studio offers a framework for 

understanding the relationship between the means and the ends of architectural 

undertakings. It is a laboratory where experiments are conducted and 

hypothèses corne under close scrutiny. Within the context of the studio 

environment, the design processes which contribute to the formulation of 

building may be investigated. The studio is a place of expérimentation - a 



milieu in which to raise questions; it is where we challenge preconceived 

notions about our profession. 

And it is within this créative work space, the architect or the dancer-

choreographer will always be a student, even as they become teacher and 

practitioner; they will always be trying to discover new ways of seeing, to 

push the envelope of limitations just a little further, to grow. 

This architectural investigation looks closely at the concept and development of 

the dance studio, for it is within this context that the dancer practices and 

participâtes in process; it is the locus of création. The studio space is seen 

through sketches and models to increasingly open up, exposing the dancing body 

in daily routine, in rehearsal, which consumes a dancer's life. The studio 

célébrâtes présent time, "what dance is capable of revealing of présent time -

lived through the dancer - experienced as the dance is experienced." (Fraieigh, 

164) And the strategy for designing is one of bringing process doser to the 

public - to the spectators of the building. The rehearsal space is the vital space 

of dance, and thus, it is located in a position of prominence. In the dance studio 

there is a sensé of being-in-the-moment, in the middle of movement and 

making: 

We gain a vision of our...présence, of life through [that which is] held 

there in dance - ventured flung and falling. 

- Fraieigh, Dance and the Lived Body. 

d r a w i n g s , m o d e l s , t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s 

Drawings can dismantle or disregard material and weight, providing 

insight into the unattainable. They are also much more private - you 

can possess them, inhabit them, in a manner so différent from the 

work. 

- Mayne, Connected Isolation. 

One of the powers of architecture is its nondependence on realization: it can be 

discussed as an exercise in process. While it is important to build, as 

architecture is clearly about construction, it is also possible to engage in 

architectural discussions based on drawing and models. Drawing and model 

making are ways of entering into architectural space, form and thought. 

Models are made to test ideas put forth in drawings and vice versa. It is a 

reciprocal process which involves trading off in order to figure out the next 



stage - the stage beyond. From vellums and trace to wood and cardboard, the 

spaces and tectonics of this project become increasingly refined and resolved. 

As the architecture transforms into a tangible, comprehensive body, the 

intuition that lighted its création struggles not to be lost, but rather to be 

recaptured and reconstituted in the project's final form. Like any work, this 

project, must eventually stand on its own - released, thrown, and disentangled 

from the intentions and explanitory notes of its maker: 

The dancer throws herself [and] discovers how many ways of 

throwing there are. 

- Fraleigh, Dance and the Ltved Body. 

The following drawings and models form the basis for a visual document of 

process. Collectively they show that it is possible to engage in a dialogue of 

architecture through means other than writing. "What matters ultimately is 

that we create the energy of dialogue. We put it in whatever form we can. We 

assert it. We make drawings. We put it forward." (Woods, 136) 
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Closing 

O n his death bed, Goethe, whose sight is failing calls out "mehr licht! " 

(more light). The désire for more light and less vision seems to suggest 

a condition of translucency - a position where boundaries are not always clear 

or visible. 

While this project strives to bring more light into architecture, there can also 

be too much lightness, giving the impression that the primordial sensation of 

weight is somehow compromised, at risk. But lightness can be understood as a 

counterpart of weight rather than its opposite and thus a désire for ail 

heaviness to disappear. In contemporary dance lightness émerges from the 

acknowledgment of bodily weight. Qilpin argues that disequillibrium and failing 

into the earth can be utilized choreographically to generate new light 

movements; weight and lightness become seen as interdependent partners, 

which define each other and crossover. The essence of this architectural 

investigation is negotiation - the tying together of adjacencies - not only 

lightness and weight, but also figure and ground, the two retaining walls, and 

perhaps most importantly the separate bodies of programme. The notion of 

hybrid architecture, of conjoining two functions, activities and programmes 

into one enclosure is filled with public promise; not only does it respond to the 

need to make more cost-effective building, but it also changes the social nature 

of space - our expériences, movements and meetings. 

This architectural project is about transition, the zone of ambiguity, the in-

between; it is about remaking the parameters in which we construct spaces and 

ask questions - questions which are often rhetorical, open-ended. Through 

contemporary dance we witness "a questioning attitude and way of working" 

that does not assume but rather critically évaluâtes "the already established 

models." (Fraleigh, xxxiii) Dance demonstrates to architecture the rien potential 

in pushing boundaries, in overlapping ideas, in displacement and crossover. 

Infused with new perspective, we realize that the processes and materials of 

architecture are many and interchangeable. For example, lightness can 

conceptually dissolve even the most heavy and monolithic of materials. 

Allowing for freer design processes and greater expérimentation, lightness 

calls for a more flexible architectural space - a space which makes possible 

multiple readings and associations. For lightness is not fixed, but like a dancer, 
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-Kundera, 
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constantly altering, moving. If "each art form is interested in move ment or 

the allusion of movement between parts," then perhaps architecture can 

begin to celebrate and discuss more actively the rich variety of movements 

inhérent in its processes and upon which it eventually cornes to be constructed. 

(Hayes, 15) 

P e r f o r m a n c e A n t i c i p a t e d 

The reality of dance [is] in its corporealness - its lived concreteness. 

- Fralelgh, Dance and the Lived Body. 

Dance ideas, intentions and gestures are only abstractions until they are 

embodied. In a similar manner, no matter how resolved a building is in 

drawings and models, until it is concretely manifested, built, occupied and 

experienced, it is merely hypothetical and its performance can at best be 

anticipated. Like the photographie exploration of the dancers, this document is 

merely a section eut from a much larger context, a step within a greater 

séquence. Aspects of each would be contained in, but somehow transformed by 

the act of construction - a phase well beyond the parameters of this project. 

According to Calvino, words are "a perpétuai pursuit of things...a perpétuai 

adjustment to their infinité variety." (Calvino, 26) As a dancer, an architect, a 

human being - we move to meet life's challenges; but Calvino's implication hère 

is that what we pursue is always just beyond, always changing. And so we 

take another step, we fall and we recover. 

This architectural investigation is a trace, an extract that is understood as 

unfinished with the potential for a future, a continuation. And so we end as we 

begin - with Martha Graham: 

" A n d o n e . . . . " 
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